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1. Executive Summary 
Indiana University’s investment in advanced cyberinfrastructure (CI) has benefited the research, creative 
activity and productivity of IU faculty, researchers, students, and staff. Access to cyberinfrastructure is 
the foundation of innovation and discovery. We see the fruits of this access in such achievements as the 
completion of the transcriptome of the fruit fly, bringing us one step closer to understanding human RNA; 
deeper understanding of the complexity of global warming; the discovery of the Higgs-Boson particle; 
and identifying the biomarkers in blood that may indicate a predilection for suicide. These advances all 
relied on access — to advanced CI resources, like IU’s Big Red II or Quarry, to science gateways where 
researchers can tap into top-tier supercomputers and remote instruments; to databases like the National 
Gene Vector Biorepository; and to discipline-specific centers like the publicly-funded NCGAS (National 
Center for Genome Analysis Support) providing expert genomics support, software, and web interfaces 
for the national and international research community. 
Guiding the evolution of IU’s advanced cyberinfrastructure are the strategic, aspirational, and visionary 
documents: Empowering People – the Indiana University IT Strategic Plan; The Principles of Excellence; 
the Indiana University Bicentennial Strategic Plan for Indiana University. This latter document is the 
newest — a 5-year vision serving as “a framework to assure IU’s leadership in student success, research 
and scholarly excellence, and service to our communities, and as a driver of economic development for all 
of Indiana.”  
In this report we present information on the activities of the Research Technologies Division of UITS and 
the National Center for Genome Analysis Support, two cyberinfrastructure and service centers of the 
Pervasive Technology Institute. Research Technologies (RT) is a subunit of University Information 
Technology Services (UITS) and it operates and supports the largest computational, data, and 
visualization systems at IU. The National Center for Genome Analysis Support (NCGAS) is primarily 
federally funded, serving the national community of genome scientists. NCGAS leadership is drawn from 
the Office of the Vice President for Information Technology, UITS, the College, and the School of 
Informatics and Computing. This report focuses on contributions of RT and NCGAS to accomplishment 
of IU’s bicentennial goals, and is organized according to those goals. Together the activities of NCGAS 
and RT represent a large share of the activities of PTI in support of the IU community. PTI’s Research 
Centers (Data to Insight Center, Digital Science Center, and the Center for Applies Cybersecurity 
Research) also provide support to the IU community in various forms but the primary focus of these 
research centers is informatics, information technology, and computer science research. 
UITS has deployed a successful and evolving a CI environment that enables and encourages greater 
numbers of the IU community to make more and better use of CI resources. In FY2014, IU scholars and 
researchers used nearly 156 million core hours on IU’s computational systems. This is more than double 
the amount used in FY2013. IU researchers also made significant use of federally funded 
cyberinfrastructure resources, using more than 30 million core hours of computing resources of the Open 
Science Grid and XSEDE (the eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment). All told, the 
IU community used 154,316,324 core hours of computing time on PTI/ Research Technologies systems 
and on federal systems supported by RT and PTI. As of the end of FY2014, the users of IU’s advanced 
cyberinfrastructure exceeded 110 disciplines and sub-disciplines of research, scholarship, and fine and 
performing arts that are practiced at IU. The IU community in total stored 2.02 Petabytes of data on RT 
disk storage systems, and 9.67 PB of tape in IU’s tape storage system – the Scholarly Data Archive. 
During FY 2014, The Research Technologies Division of UITS and the National Center for Genome 
Analysis Support have been particularly active and effective in delivering services to the Clinical Affairs 
schools of Indiana University: schools at IUPUI including the Schools of Medicine (IUSM), Nursing, 
Dentistry, and Fairbanks School of Public Health; and at IUB the Schools of Optometry and the IUB 
School of Public Health. In 2014, researchers from IUSM or other Clinical Affairs schools accounted for 
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14.6% of the university’s total use of IU and federal computational systems, just over 30% of all data 
stored on RT disk systems, and 20% of all data stored on RT tape storage systems. Overall, 22% of all 
data stored on RT storage systems – 2.2 Petabytes total – is data collected and belonging to researchers in 
IUSM and other Clinical Affairs schools. Databases operated by RT and NCGAS in support of the 
Indiana Clinical and Translational Studies Institute (IndianaCTSI) included more 68,492 documents and 
records. The Advanced Biomedical IT Core (ABITC), a subunit of RT, manages and supports 
IndianaCTSI HUB, an online collaboration tool used by more than 6,000 researchers and clinicians 
statewide as part of IndianaCTSI’s efforts to improve health in Indiana and worldwide. Research 
Technologies and NCGAS activities also supported the IU community’s ability to compete for federal 
grant funding. Of the total $476 million in grant funding awarded to IU researchers in FY 2014, more 
than a third, or $185 million, went to researchers with an account on an IU cyberinfrastructure system.  
The Indiana University community includes leaders in dozens of scientific disciplines, the humanities, 
and the fine and performing arts. RT and NCGAS enable these researchers, and research students, to do 
their work more effectively, conduct analyses, make discoveries, and create works of art than would be 
possible without these services. For example, mental health professionals have traditionally had to rely on 
patients’ self-reports to diagnose and assess mental states. With RT support, one researcher identified a 
molecular biomarker that will allow for objective measurement of a patient’s predilection for suicide. 
Shoulder replacement is notoriously tricky. RT worked with IUSM researchers to combine CT scans and 
3D visualization software to create a 3D printed guide, custom-made for each patient, which aids the 
surgeon during the procedure and can improve outcomes.  
Research Technologies CI resources don’t stop with the sciences. Humanities scholars are able to analyze 
texts in thousands of documents at once thanks to RT supported services. The adage “a picture is worth a 
thousand words” leads naturally to the assumption that a 3D visualization is worth 1012 words. In the arts 
and humanities, RT resources such as the Virtual Reality Theater turn data and ideas into experiences. 
Researchers, artists, educators and students can bring archaeological diagrams to life, test lighting designs 
as if in the actual theater space, and display and create fictional worlds. The RT-created IQ Series of 
portable visualization facilities brings these immersive experiences right to the classroom, studio, gallery, 
or any other space where learning and exploration take place. No two people experience a painting the 
same way. RT tools as sophisticated as any found in Hollywood studios mean artists can take this a step 
further and create works of art that change as viewers interact with them, making each experience unique. 
Research Technologies services extend also to the realm of 3D printing with support to the Herron School 
of Art and Design in launching a 3D printing and “makerspace” initiative. RT also offers consulting on 
3D printing and has identified a commercial firm that offers cost-effective outsourcing of 3D printing. 
 
Since 1955 Indiana University has had a history of open access and wide use of its information 
technology services. As part of the implementation of Big Red II, the Research Technologies Division 
committed to changing the way the Indiana University community viewed and used advanced 
cyberinfrastructure. The National Center for Genome Analysis Support has a mission of changing and 
enhancing understanding of genomic science, nationally and locally. During FY 2014, these two 
cyberinfrastructure and service centers of the Pervasive Technology Institute, along with other colleagues 
in UITS, significantly enhanced the research, scholarship, and creative activities of the Indiana University 
community and have aided IU in its mission in education, research, and engagement in the life of our 
State and Nation. 





Indiana University’s vision is (https://strategicplan.iu.edu/): 
To be one of the great research universities of the twenty-first century and to be the 
preeminent institution of higher education in Indiana, specifically by: 
1. Providing an excellent, relevant and responsive education across a wide range of 
disciplines in baccalaureate, graduate, and professional education to students from all 
backgrounds from Indiana and around the globe; 
2. Pursuing excellent world-class research, scholarship, and creative activity; and 
3. Engaging in the economic, social, civic, and cultural development of Indiana, the 
nation, and the world by building on the base of excellence in research and education. 
Indiana University will take full advantage of the differentiated missions of the 
Bloomington, IUPUI, and IU Regional Campuses to pursue this vision, and it will be 
both entrepreneurial and collaborative in pursuing the vision and generating the 
resources to accomplish it.  
The mission of the IU Pervasive Technology Institute (PTI) is “…to improve the quality of life in the 
state of Indiana and the world through novel research and innovation and service delivery in the broad 
domain of information technology and informatics” (pti.iu.edu). Two of the Centers within PTI are 
particularly focused on delivering cyberinfrastructure1 resources and services to Indiana University, the 
State of Indiana, and the US research and engineering communities generally. These two service 
organizations are the Research Technologies Division of UITS and the National Center for Genome 
Analysis Support. Research Technologies is entirely a component of UITS and operates under the 
supervision of the Office of the Vice President for Information Technology. The National Center for 
Genome Analysis Support is funded primarily by the National Science Foundation, and involves leaders 
and staff of the Office of the VP for IT, Research Technologies, and faculty members of the Department 
of Biology in the College of Arts and Sciences and Department of Computer Science in the School of 
Informatics and Computing.  (PTI’s Research Centers - Data to Insight Center, Digital Science Center, 
and the Center for Applies Cybersecurity Research - also provide support to the IU community in various 
forms but the primary focus of these research centers is informatics, information technology, and 
computer science research). 
The activities of the Research Technologies Division of UITS and the National Center for Genome 
Analysis Support contribute to IU’s achievement of IU bicentennial strategic goals and ongoing activities 
related to the Principles of Excellence. Those IU bicentennial strategic goals are as follows:  
• Bicentennial priority one: A COMMITMENT TO STUDENT SUCCESS 
• Bicentennial priority two: A COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS 
• Bicentennial priority three: CATALYZING RESEARCH 
• Bicentennial priority five: A GLOBAL UNIVERSITY 
• Bicentennial priority six: HEALTH SCIENCES RESEARCH AND EDUCATION TO 
IMPROVE THE STATE AND NATION’S HEALTH 
• Bicentennial priority seven: BUILDING A PROSPEROUS AND INNOVATIVE INDIANA 
• Bicentennial priority eight: TOWARDS A CULTURE OF BUILDING AND MAKING 
• Continued priorities based on “Principles of Excellence” 
                                                      
1 Cyberinfrastructure “consists of computing systems, data storage systems, advanced instruments and data 
repositories, visualization environments, and people, all linked by high speed networks to make possible scholarly 




o Responsible Stewardship  
o Building for Excellence  
The only identified Bicentennial priority to which PTI has little ability to contribute so far is Bicentennial 
priority four: Re-imagining Education.  
In this report we outline IU community accomplishments related to seven of IU Bicentennial Strategic 
Plan Goals and the four ongoing activities related to the Principles of Excellence. A report of five years of 
activities of the Pervasive Technology Institute, overall, has already been published2 and focuses largely 
on the research and education activities of PTI. This report focuses on the services offered to the IU 
community by the two cyberinfrastructure and service centers within PTI: the Research Technologies 
Division of UITS and the National Center for Genome Analysis Support. 
  
                                                      
2 McRobbie, Michael A. Final Report to Lilly Endowment, Inc., Indiana University Pervasive Technology Institute, 





3. BICENTENNIAL PRIORITY ONE: A COMMITMENT TO STUDENT SUCCESS 
	  
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal One: Indiana University will continue to 
enhance its commitment to student success…  
The Research Technologies service most widely used by undergraduate and graduate students is statistical 
and mathematical software licensed and provided to the IU community. More undergraduates use 
research and analytical software licensed for use at Indiana University than use any other Research 
Technologies service (see Table 1). Research Technologies manages a variety of licenses for research-
oriented software that we purchase at the university level then resell to students and departments. A total 
of 20 software packages are distributed in this way – most prominently SAS, SPSS, and MATLAB. In 
addition to retailing thousands of copies of these software titles to graduate and undergraduate students 
through the IU bookstore system on all IU campuses, Research Analytics provides access to these titles at 
no cost to students at Student Technology Center (STC) labs and through IUanyWare. Titles like SPSS, 
Mathematica, and MATLAB were used hundreds of thousands of times in the STC labs and via 
IUanyWare in FY13-14. A large percentage of this usage came from students, many of whom make 
statistical packages like SAS or SPSS integral parts of their coursework and education. By providing the 
software through a variety of venues—STC labs, IUanyWare, central supercomputing resources, and 
local installations—we seek to meet this need in as broad a fashion as possible. 
All of IU’s major cyberinfrastructure services are as easily available to undergraduate students as anyone 
else. This is part of IU’s policy of “open access.” Free and open access to IU’s cyberinfrastructure was 
put in place in 1955 by Marshall Wrubel, the first permanently appointed director of the Indiana 
University Research Computing Center, years before the term cyberinfrastructure was used, and when 
“research computing” was the term for what we now call cyberinfrastructure.  
Some Research Technologies services are used predominantly by undergraduate students. For example, 
IU operates an instance of the very popular code repository / collaboration tool Github, a combination 
code repository and collaborative software building tool, widely viewed as the state of the art as a 
software repository / programming and collaboration tool. IU has a license that allows the Research 
Technologies Division to operate precisely the same software that many of the largest and fastest-growing 
companies in the US use through the commercial services provided by the company Github.com. 
Table 1. Student users of IU’s advanced cyberinfrastructure.  (** an additional 1,319 students ranging from 
middle school to graduate school participated in tours and demonstrations of IU’s advanced visualization 
systems.)  






Users of statistical and mathematical software 2,345 838 3,183 
Supercomputers & computational systems 1,245 1,536 2,781 
Advanced storage systems 146 690 836 
Advanced visualization systems ** 84 46 130 
RT Github code repository 1,317 888 2,205 
 
Students use all of the services deployed by the Research Technologies Division of UITS. Figure 1 shows 
undergraduate students at IUPUI using facilities of the Advanced Visualization Laboratory in the ICTC 





Figure 1. This panoramic image shows a typical day in the UITS Research Technologies Advanced 
Visualization Lab at IUPUI (ICTC Building Room 414).  Students are employing a variety of systems for a 
variety of disciplines, including the ultra-resolution IQ-wall and spatial tracking systems for HCI and UX 





Highlight: Assistance to the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) 
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) is administered from the IUB Center for 
Postsecondary Research in the School of Education. Through its student survey, The College Student 
Report, NSSE annually collects information at hundreds of four-year colleges and universities about first-
year and senior students' participation in programs and activities that institutions provide for their 
learning and personal development. The results provide an estimate of how undergraduates spend their 
time and what they gain from attending college.  
Each year the NSSE project collects hundreds of thousands of survey responses and conducts a detailed 
analysis of student population by institution, course of study, and various other demographic information. 
The Research Analytics group was contacted by Robert Gonyea, NSSE Associate Director, to see whether 
they could leverage IU’s central research systems to aid with some analysis conducted in SPSS. In past 
years, staff of the NSSE team have dedicated several workstations for weeks at a time to run SPSS syntax 
against the very large number of survey responses. By deploying SPSS to the Quarry supercomputer and 
working with the NSSE team to develop drivers for their syntax in Python, we were able to assist NSSE 
staff in offloading their most compute-intensive analyses to central research facilities. This report 





4. BICENTENNIAL PRIORITY TWO: A COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS 
 
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal Two: Indiana University will renew its 
commitment to the university as a community of scholars that attracts and 
retains an excellent faculty. 
The action items related to Strategic Plan Goal Two include: IU will create and maintain networks of IU 
faculty members across all campuses, the subjects of which may be disciplinary, interdisciplinary, shared 
research or creative activity, teaching and learning, or other scholarly subjects. Metrics related to this 
action include: 
• Number and subjects of continuing intercampus networks and number of faculty members 
involved 
• Number of academic conferences held at IU that bring to IU scholars from other institutions. 
The Research Technologies Division of UITS (RT hereafter) and the National Center for Genome 
Analysis Support (NCGAS) contribute to the activities of a number of networks of scholars at IU 
(including PTI) and many more that include scholars inside and outside IU, who are part of the national 
and international research community. Table 2 presents a listing of such intercampus networks with 
numbers of faculty involved.   
Table 2. Number and subjects of continuing intercampus networks and number of faculty involved 






Pervasive Technology Institute Informatics and information 
technology 
6 0 
Indiana CTSI (Clinical and 
Translational Sciences Institute) 
Medical research – translational and 
clinical research designed to create new 
medical treatments 
3,915 2,782 
CIFASD Collaborative Initiative  Research on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum 
Disorder (Fetal Alcohol Syndrome) 
7 53 
National Gene Vector 
Biorepository (NGVB) 
Gene therapy research 10 152 
Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging 
Initiative (ADNI) 
Alzheimer’s disease causes 50 6,030 
Open Science Grid Physics and biology 30 24,579 
 
RT and NCGAS have hosted and assisted at a number of workshops at IU that were statewide or national 
in scope, summarized in Table 3Table 3Another aspect of IU as a community of scholars is the 
recruitment of top faculty talent from other institutions, and the retention of IU’s top scholars as part of 
our community. IU’s advanced CI resources and services play an important role in this effort. 
 
Table 3. Academic conferences and workshops held at IU that bring to IU scholars from other institutions 






IEEE Cluster 13 Conference Annual cluster computing conference. 31 221 
Harness the Power of GPGPU Computing on graphics processing units. 19 264 
Polar Technology Conference Research in polar environments 4 52 
TOTAL  54 537 
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5. BICENTENNIAL PRIORITY THREE: CATALYZING RESEARCH & PRINCIPLE OF 
EXCELLENCE  - CENTRALITY OF INFORMATION 
 
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal Three: Indiana University will engage in strategic 
hiring, investments in technology, and seed funding to support collaborative 
faculty research initiatives, with a focus on the grand challenges facing the 
state, the nation and the world. It will continue to support the creative and 
scholarly activities of its artists and humanists. 
 
The IU Bicentennial plan also reiterates the Principles of Excellence commitment to the Centrality of 
Information, specifically setting the goal that IU research and the Principles of Excellence are supported 
by outstanding information technology and information resources (cyberinfrastructure) and deployment of 
IT. The goal is to ensure information technology is pervasively deployed at IU by leveraging and 
continuing the support of the university’s longstanding and internationally recognized excellence in 
information technology services and infrastructure. Continuing priorities related to Bicentennial priority 
three include: 
 
• Support grand challenge research. IU will ask faculty and academic leadership to identify the 
grand challenges to which IU can contribute most effectively, building on strengths in the 
humanities, professions, and social, natural, and clinical sciences. IU will support multi‐ 
disciplinary and multi‐campus teams to address those grand challenges. 
• Invest in cyberinfrastructure for education and research … IU will continue to invest in the 
physical and IT infrastructure necessary for twenty‐first century research and beyond, through 
new and renovated laboratory space and continuing investments in cyberinfrastructure, with 
priorities based upon prospects for research productivity. 
• IU will continue to support the arts and humanities…. 
• Align technology-based library and information services with physical library spaces and 
services…  
• IU will create a robust set of easily accessible services to store, preserve, and provide access to digital 
collections in all formats; support their use in research, teaching, and learning; and support reuse of 
research data and work products in all formats. 
• Support leadership role in sustainable and energy-efficient computing. (This item is addressed in Section 
10.4.) 
 
Metrics related to Bicentennial priority three include: 
 
• Amount and diversity of sponsored research 
• Publication rate and demonstrated impact of faculty according to field-appropriate measures 
• Establishment of Grand Challenge groups and associated research funding 





Figure 2. IU's advanced cyberinfrastructure includes massive supercomputers, large and fast disk storage 
systems, and reliable archival storage systems. 
IU’s advanced cyberinfrastructure, shown schematically in Figure 2, makes use of IU’s distributed 
structure and two main campuses in Indianapolis (IUPUI) and Bloomington (IUB) to allow for robust 
delivery of services for IU. IU has two datacenters, each well protected physically and electronically, one 
on each main campus. Having two distinct data centers allows for data replication, geographically fault-
tolerant systems, and service delivery should one data center be offline for an extended period of time. A 
list of IU’s main computational systems is provided below in Table 4. 
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Table 4. IU’s main computational systems supporting research, scholarship, and creative activity at IU 






Big Red II Cray XE6/XK6 (AMD x86-64 and 
NVIDIA K20) 
IU’s main supercomputer, 
used for large-scale 
parallel computing 
1000.4 43.6 180 
Quarry IBM e1350 Intel Xeon (HS21 
blades) 
IU’s main high- 
throughput computer – 
used mostly for jobs that 
can be done with 1 CPU 
26.1 4.9 42 
Mason HP DL580 G7 Intel Xeon servers A large-memory system 
used mostly for genome 
assembly 
4.3 9.0 18 
RDC HP DL160 database servers, Dell 
2950 Web server 
Main IU research 
database server 
0.3 0.3 72 
Totals   1031.1 57.8 312 
 
For an information technology organization, one of the most critical measures of its use might be how 
much computing time was used. This used to be simpler to measure when there was one main processing 
unit within each CPU of a computer and the main measure of use was simply CPU-hours. Now there are 
often multiple computing cores per CPU, so the main measure of computational time use is core hours. In 
FY2014, IU’s community of scholars used nearly 156 million core hours — the measure of how much 
computer processing a researcher uses—on the university’s computational systems. That’s more than 
twice the use in all of FY2013. Much of this increase was enabled by the IU’s newest and biggest 
supercomputer – Big Red II – installed and put into 
operation in late FY 2013. 
There is more to discovery than money, but money used 
for research and collecting data to unlock nature’s secrets 
helps. External grant monies help drive IU research 
productivity. During FY 2014 Indiana University received 
more than 2,834 grant awards for a total of	  $476M.	  More	  
than one third of that - $185M – was brought to IU by 
researchers who have an account on one or more of IU’s 
advanced CI systems. 
5.1. Big Red II 
Big Red II is IU’s biggest, fastest supercomputer. It’s capable of one PetaFLOPS of calculations – that’s a 
thousand-trillion mathematical operations per second. At its dedication in 2013 Big Red II was the first 
supercomputer to surpass 1 PetaFLOPS and be owned by any US university, paid for by that university, 
and for that university’s exclusive use. As of the end of FY 2014, Big Red II was used by 393 IU 
researchers, representing a total of 110 disciplines and sub-disciplines. A total of 134,910,214 core hours 
were used by the IU research community during FY 2014.  
How fast is a PetaFLOPS? FAST! 
A 1-petaFLOPS (PFLOPS) computer 
system is capable of performing one 
quadrillion (1015) floating-point 
operations per second. To match what a 
1 PFLOPS computer system can do in just 
one second, you'd have to perform one 
calculation every second for 31,688,765 




Figure 3. This wordle shows use of Big Red II by discipline, weighted by computer time devoted to each of the 
110 disciplines and sub-disciplines using Big Red II during FY2014. 
One of the critical purposes of a massive supercomputer is to allow dozens to hundreds to thousands of 
computer processor cores – the individual computing unit that does calculations – to work together to 
solve the most challenging data analysis and enable the most sophisticated simulations. As of the end of 
June, more than half of the computer time used on Big Red II used 16 nodes (512 processor cores) or 
more. A third uses 64 or more nodes – that’s more than 2048 processor cores working together to solve 
the most important scholarly and research problems facing the US today. The largest jobs run on Big Red 
II spanned a total of 256 nodes, or 8,192 processor cores.  256 nodes is the maximum node allocable 
based on the largest queue limit size.  
 
Figure 4. How much of BRII’s time was used to support real parallel supercomputing applications? This 












BigRed2	  Core	  Hours	  by	  Job	  Size	  
1	  Node	   2-­‐16	  Nodes	   17-­‐64	  Nodes	   >	  64	  Nodes	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Highlight: Finding the sources of Alzheimer’s disease (Big Red II) 
Nearly 44 million people worldwide may be living with Alzheimer's disease or other dementias, according 
to the BrightFocus Foundation. Alzheimer’s robs people of their memories and causes tens of thousands 
of deaths a year. Millions of people watch their loved ones fade away as the disease robs people of their 
short-term memory, then long-term memories, and even changes personalities. 
Since 2005, the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) has been studying genetic causes of 
Alzheimer’s and environmental factors that contribute to the disease. ADNI's immediate goal is to find 
ways to make early diagnoses of Alzheimer’s. Its ultimate goals are to be able to treat and finally prevent 
this terrible disease. 
Dr. Andrew Saykin, Raymond C. Beeler Professor of Radiology and director of the IU Center for 
Neuroimaging, is using the advanced cyberinfrastructure of PTI and the UITS Research Technologies 
Division to untangle the causes of Alzheimer’s disease. Saykin’s current ADNI studies involve the entire 
genomes of 818 study volunteers.  
To understand Alzheimer’s, Saykin first needed to 
assemble the raw genetic data on each volunteer into a 
full and properly aligned genome. This would take 
approximately two weeks on a standard scientific 
workstation – and a total of 400 months for the entire 
study. That is impractical without a supercomputer.  
"Data sets of unprecedented scope can facilitate new 
discoveries regarding the brain, genome, disease and 
therapies but computational power has become a 
major bottleneck to scientific progress," said Saykin. 
"To analyze the entire human genome in relation to 
longitudinal changes on brain MRI and PET scans in 
over 800 individuals, we need significant computing 
power." 
Thanks to IU’s Big Red II, Saykin was able to 
sequence these genomes in roughly eight months – using up to one Petabyte of data storage. (To put that 
in context, a nearly 80-foot tall stack of single-sided DVDs would be required to store this data.) The 818 
assembled genomes are allowing Saykin and colleagues to relate the genetic sequences of healthy 
individuals and Alzheimer’s victims to their genes. They can then use brain scans and behavioral data to 
track the disease's progress. 
We are still a long way away from preventing or curing Alzheimer’s. But thanks to Saykin and IU’s 





Brain scan created using IU supercomputers. 




As of the end of FY 2014, Quarry was IU’s oldest computational system. It was created through IU 
investments and a grant award led by Dr. Geoffrey Fox of the School of Informatics and Computing. 
Quarry has also been used as IU’s main resource for computing jobs that require only a single CPU, such 
as work done via the Open Science Grid to analyze data from the Large Hadron Collider in Europe.  
 
Highlight: Nobel prize, anyone? 
Why does matter have mass? Why does stuff hold together, rather than just flying apart into space? These 
questions have puzzled researchers for millennia. In 1964 Peter Higgs and others proposed a theory to 
explain mass, and predicted the existence of a certain type of particle, which came to be referred to as the 
Higgs Boson. In 1984 and international community decided to build a massive physics experiment facility 
called the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The goal of the LHC was to collide subatomic particles 
together in ways that would either prove or refute the existence of the Higgs Boson. Finding it meant 
confirming Higgs theory of why matter has mass (and the fact that matter has mass is the reason we don’t 
just fly apart into space). Construction on the LHC began in 1998. Scientists recognized early on that one 
of the critical challenges in finding evidence of the Higgs Boson would be analyzing the data produced by 
the LHC. To do this, the US Department of Energy (which was one of the sponsors of the LHC) created 
an international grid of computers to work together to analyze these data. This grid, called the Open 
Science Grid, has been in operation since 2005. And the OSG is supported, monitored, and fixed when it 
breaks by staff of PTI/Research Technologies who hang their hats at the Informatics and 
Communications Technology Complex building on Michigan Street in Indianapolis. 
Thanks to the data produced by the LHC and analyzed by the Open Science Grid, the international 
physics community announced the discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012. Peter Higgs and François 
Englert were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics in 2013 as a result of this confirmation of their theories. 
Too bad Nobel prizes are not scored like soccer… if they were, IU would be credited with an assist! 
 It’s hard to tell what the practical benefits of such a basic discovery are going to be. In 1905 Einstein 
theorized the existence of force carrying particle called a photon or a quantum of light. It was not 
observed until 1923. Researchers then could not predict the potential practical impacts photons might 
plat at the time, but today practical applications of this particle have enabled remote controls, lasers, 
optical fiber, and CD/DVD/Blu-ray devices.  Some of these discoveries took decades to be brought to 
practical application. We’ll have to wait to see what the outcomes of the discovery of the Higgs Boson 
bring.  Meanwhile it is intriguing to try to better understand the pieces that make up the universe and 
ourselves. 
Harold Ogren, IU Professor Emeritus (2010) focused his research 
in experimental particle physics, As the US manager for the 
project his effort in the last decade has been the ATLAS detector at 
CERN. This detector began taking data in 2010 when the Large 
Hadron Collider (LCH) began operation at CERN. A group at 
Indian University built the barrel transition radiation tracker for 
this detector in Swain Hall on the IU Bloomington campus. In 
2012 both large experiments at LCH (ATLAS and CMS) 
announced the discovery of a Higgs particle. In 2013 Peter Higgs 
and others received the Nobel Prize for this discovery. The data 
from this massive international experiment was analyzed by the 
Open Science Grid (OSG). The Operations Center for the OSG is 





Highlight: Understanding genes, not just gene sequences 
In the 2001 paper3 describing the public effort that led to the first sequencing of the human genome, the 
scientists who achieved this breakthrough understood how much more we needed to learn. Indeed, they 
wrote, “it has not escaped our notice that the more we learn about the human genome, the more there is 
to explore.” Unfortunately the press got overly excited. Knowing the sequence of the DNA is important —  
one of the critical steps toward understanding how plants and animals function, and how to detect, 
prevent, and cure diseases. But you need to know how the DNA is expressed, how it creates RNA that 
does work, in the body – and that happens through a complicated process of expression in the form of 
many, many RNA molecules. 
We got to the point of knowing the human genome by starting small – first viruses, then bacteria, then 
fruit flies, and then bigger and more complex animals (and plants) along the way. Scientists are applying 
the same strategy to understanding the RNA transcriptome – the collection of genetic information as 
actually expressed in the body of a plant or animal. 
During 2014 an international team of researchers 
completed the RNA transcriptome of the fruit fly – 
the most complex animal so thoroughly analyzed 
to date4. It turns out that ”The fly transcriptome is 
substantially more complex than previously 
recognized” This breakthrough was accomplished 
by an international team including many IU 
scientists. It was aided by use of IU’s Mason 
supercomputer cluster and with the help of the 
National Center for Genome Analysis Support 
(NCGAS).  The Mason cluster is a large memory 
system, specifically architected to support 
memory intensive operations such as DNA and 
RNA sequence assembly – the first step in 
studying genomes. NCGAS supports genomics 
research by providing expert scientific and bioinformatics support, optimized software codes, and facile 
web interfaces to accelerate life sciences research that is poised to take advantage of genomics, but who 
lack the expertise, technologies, or resources to undertake this important research. 
What this accomplishment means is that we are one step closer to understanding what really makes 
humans work – the RNA expressed in our bodies – and we are better prepared to pursue understanding 
this critical set of information about humans based on what we have learned about the fruit fly. 
                                                      
3 International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium.  2001. Initial sequencing and analysis of the human 
genome. Nature 409.860-921 
4 Brown JB, Boley N, Eisman R, May GE, Stoiber MH, Duff MO, Booth BW, Wen J, Park S, Suzuki AM, Wan KH, 
Yu C, Zhang D, Carlson JW, Cherbas L, Eads BD, Miller D, Mockaitis K, Roberts J, Davis CA, Frise E, Hammonds 
AS, Olson S, Shenker S, Sturgill D, Samsonova AA, Weiszmann R, Robinson G, Hernandez J, Andrews J, Bickel 
PJ, Carninci P, Cherbas P, Gingeras TR, Hoskins RA, Kaufman TC, Lai EC, Oliver B, Perrimon N, Graveley BR, 




5.3.  Data storage and management 
Indiana University has long been a leader in the creation and deployment of systems for data 
management. In 1999 then-Vice President McRobbie made the protection of IU’s data assets a university 
priority when IU first established the highly secure tape storage system now known as the Scholarly Data 
Archive. Key highlights in the establishment of IU’s leadership in data-centric computing were two NSF 
Major Research Infrastructure awards: the first in in 2001 for the AVIDD project (Analysis and 
Visualization of Instrument-Driven Data) with then-VP McRobbie as the Principal Investigator, and the 
second in 2005 for the Data Capacitor advanced data management system with Craig Stewart as the 
Principal Investigator. Table 5 below presents the RT data storage systems, purpose, and PB of storage. 
Figure 5 shows the dramatic growth in the use of Data Capacitor II since it was put into service in 2013. 
Table 5. Research Technologies data storage systems 
Name File system Purpose 











Main storage system for home 
directories and critical files stored 
on disk by IU researchers 
0.5 0.396 NA 
Data Capacitor II 
/ DC-WAN  
Lustre High speed, typically short term 
data storage for research data 
6.47 4.85 NA 
Scholarly Data 
Archive 
HPSS Reliable tape storage, with copies 
of data kept by default at IUPUI 
and IUB to ensure security of data 
0.80 0.60 15 
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Highlight: Polar ice sheets: Getting data and keeping it safe 
 
The science on global warming is clear: The earth is warming up faster than it used to, and humans are 
contributing to that acceleration of global climate change. How much is the earth changing and how 
fast?  NASA’s Operation IceBridge is studying the polar ice sheets to determine how much polar ice is 
changing year to year. Operation Ice Bridge uses sophisticated radar systems to measure the thickness of 
polar ice sheets from planes that fly over the Antarctic and Artic glaciers.  
 
PTI/Research Technologies helps Operation Ice Bridge collect data, keep it safe, and get it home to the 
US where it can be thoroughly analyzed. Twice a year, PTI/Research Technologies staff don their parkas 
and fly to the ends of the Earth to take care of this data in person. RT has developed a flying 
supercomputer – the forward observer – that lets Operation Ice Bridge scientists analyze data collected 
in real time, as planes are fly over polar glaciers in frigid conditions. It’s challenging, expensive, and 
dangerous to collect these data – so it’s important that scientists know the data they are getting through 
their radars are of high quality and recorded right to disk so that none are lost. As soon as planes land 
after a day of flying and analyzing glaciers, the data are copied in duplicate or triplicate to ensure that 
no data are lost between the poles of the earth and the supercomputer clusters at IU that enable NASA 
scientists to analyze these data. 
There is no simple answer to the issue of global warming. By measuring the change from year to year in 
polar ice sheets, PTI/Research Technologies and NASA are adding to our store of information about 
global warming and its impact so that we can better understand what’s happening to the earth, 




5.4. Visualization and enhanced reality systems  
Indiana University has a number of highly advanced visualization and virtual reality computing systems. 
These systems do not lend themselves to the kind of quick tabular summaries of their capabilities possible 
when describing computational or data storage systems. For that reason we provide fairly extensive 
discussions of the major categories of visualization and virtual reality systems operated for IU community 
use by the Research Technologies Division Advanced Visualization Lab. 
5.4.1. Virtual Reality Theater (VRT) and Visualization & Collaboration Theater (VCT) 
Virtual reality and stereoscopic 3D technologies have garnered significant media attention over the past 
several years, thanks to technologies such as the Oculus Rift and Hollywood blockbusters like Avatar. IU 
researchers, artists, and educators have been working with these technologies since 1997 thanks to 
systems made available through Research Technologies and its Advanced Visualization Lab. The most 
recent versions of these flagship visualization technologies are the Virtual Reality Theater (VRT) at 
IUPUI and the Visualization and Collaboration Theater (VCT) at IUB. The VRT is a reconfigurable cube 
that provides highly immersive, interactive experiences for groups up to 25. The VCT incorporates 
advanced video conferencing and input control to enable presentations and 3D data exploration for groups 
up to 60. These technologies have been used for a range of activities including virtual reviews of 
architectural and lighting designs, immersive exploration of large-scale data sets, virtual walkthroughs of 
recreations of archeological treasures, and creative artistic and gaming worlds. 
 
Figure 6. Left: Students from Fine Arts Professor Margaret Dolinsky’s Virtual Environments class 
demonstrate semester projects in the VCT. Right: VRT used for architectural design review of new UITS 
workspace.  
 
5.4.2. Science on a Sphere  
In April 2013 Indiana University became the first institution in the State of Indiana, and only one of four 
higher-education institutions worldwide to be part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration Science on a Sphere (SOS) community. SOS is a six-foot sphere illuminated by multiple 
high-definition projectors, and capable of displaying a wide range of data including oceanographic, 
atmospheric, astronomical, political, and economic data. During the 2013-14 academic year, uses at IU 
included visualizations of atmospheric particulate dispersion, mapping of international student 
populations, mapping the history of the Winter Olympics, several student digital humanities projects, and 




   
Figure 7. Examples of arts and humanities using Science on a Sphere. Left: Student projects from Apparel 
Merchandising. Right: Map of major translations of Harry Potter around the world. 
5.4.3. IQ-Series. The IQ series of visualization facilities was invented by staff and leaders of the 
Advanced Visualization Lab. These displays are a key part of RT’s visualization strategy to 
bring the essential benefits of high-end facilities like the VRT and VCT directly to labs, 
classrooms, studios, and galleries across IU where they can be more routinely integrated into 
scientific, educational, and creative workflows. Current IQ systems include the ultra-high-
resolution IQ-wall, the multi-touch IQ-table, the hybrid IQ-tilt (a 2x2 IQ multi-touch system 
that can be a wall or table), the VR-inspired, semi-immersive IQ-station, and the haptic (force-
feedback) IQ-touch system. Like most RT visualization systems, these IQ systems have been 
used to support a wide range of activities including digital collections browsing, interface 
design studies, interactive visualization, and digital mapping. 
 
Figure 8. AVL staffer Bill Sherman shares his gigapixel imagery on an IQ-wall at University of Missouri 
Science and Technology (Missouri S&T). IQ-inspired systems have been adopted at Idaho National Lab, 





Highlight: Painting without the restrictions of reality 
What would an artist do if given the chance to paint a work of art without the limits of reality? How do 
artists create works of art that change as people interact with them? The Advanced Visualization Lab 
(AVL) – part of Research Technologies and PTI – lets IU student artists do just that. 
Since 1999, students in Associate Professor Margaret Dolinsky’s classes in the Henry Radford Hope 
School of Fine Arts have studied and applied the techniques and technology behind immersive virtual 
reality art.  Dolinsky is one of the pioneers of virtual reality art, having earned her MFA at the birthplace 
of the CAVE and immersive, projection-based virtual reality, the Electronic Visualization Lab at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago. 
In a virtual environment, there are no physical objects, only visual and auditory projections of objects 
and environments. The viewer has to come together with the technology to construct reality in the 
moment, constantly anticipating, perceiving, defining, and creating what is seen and experienced.  In a 
2005 interview, Dolinsky expresses5, “What’s so exciting about [virtual reality] is that you start out with 
empty space—infinite black space—and you have an opportunity to build a world. The technical 
challenge is to build one that has presence and agency—a world in which the visitor feels sufficiently 
immersed and willing to engage.” 
Dolinsky brings this innovative passion to her classes, engaging students with software tools like 3D 
Studio/Max and Maya – tools that are equally likely to be found in Hollywood special-effects and feature-
length animation studios – in order to translate their visions into virtual realities. AVL staff share their 
expertise in translating those models into state-of-the-art 3D gaming engines, such as Unity3D, in order 
to create interactive 3D environments as diverse as fictional worlds and historical architectural 
visualizations on devices ranging from a smartphone to the most sophisticated VR displays. Students 
learn how to add sound and interactivity to their environments, along with invaluable techniques for 




                                                      
5 Galyan, Deborah. "Wide Awake and Dreaming." IU Research and Creative Activity Magazine. Office of the Vice 




5.5. Aligning technology-based library and information services with physical library 
spaces and services 
Social science units in Bloomington are among the most highly ranked units on campus. With appropriate 
infrastructure, technology, and support, they are poised to become national leaders in their disciplines and 
generate substantial overhead from grants obtained from public agencies and private foundations. The 
Social Science Research Center (SSRC) is a major step towards the realization of this infrastructure and 
support vision6.  
 
 
Figure 9. The Grand Hall of the Social Science Research Commons, Woodburn Hall  
 
The SSRC opened in August 2013 and represents the culmination of five years of planning to stimulate, 
coordinate, and sustain social science research on the Bloomington campus. The Center is located in 
Woodburn Hall 200, just steps from the Department of Political Science and the Interdisciplinary 
Experimental Lab, a multidisciplinary research facility funded through the NSF and the College, 
and recognized by the Nobel Committee in awarding Elinor Ostrom’s 2009 Nobel Prize. Services 
implemented through SSRC have significantly increased grant acquisition opportunities for the social 
sciences, served broad disciplinary oversight, created new opportunities for collaboration, resulted in new 
efficiencies in staffing, and provided in-depth training opportunities to faculty and students.  
SSRC is a collaboration of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Office of the Provost, the Office of the 
Vice President for Research, and the Office of the Vice President for Information Technology, and is 
open to use by all social science researchers, including those from the College, the School of Education, 
School of Business, and School of Public Health. UITS and RT staff worked with IT staff from the 
College to help plan the space, advise on technologies, and coordinate IT funding through OVPIT.   
 
                                                      





SSRC serves as the public-facing home for a number of consulting and service units, including the 
Indiana Statistical Consulting Center (ISCC), OVPR proposal development services, sensitive data 
analysis services, and RT’s Research Analytics (RA) group. Colocation in SSRC has strengthened the 
relationships among these groups, especially between RA, ISCC, and SSRC leadership, resulting in a 
more effective and coordinated approach to statistical analysis and computing with large and often 
sensitive datasets. SSRC is also home to several important training series, including the Workshop in 
Methods and the ICPSR Summer Workshop Series. 
5.6. Create a robust set of easily accessible services to store, preserve, and provide 
access to digital collections in all formats  
The Research Technologies Division of UITS offers a number of resources and services to store, 
preserve, and provide access to digital collections in many (perhaps not all) formats. The hardware that 
supports these services, particularly the Scholarly Data Archive (SDA) tape storage system, was 
described in Section 5.3. 
Perhaps the most important Research Technologies-supported service in this area is IUScholarWorks 
(scholarworks.iu.edu), operated by the IU Libraries and serving as IU’s primary persistent digital 
repository. It is based on a front end that runs under the open source DSpace software. Its back end is the 
Scholarly Data Archive. While DSpace doesn’t support all possible data formats, it supports a wide 
variety, including .docx, .pptx, .xlsx, .pdr, and .txt. Many audio and movie formats are also supported 
natively within DSpace. DSpace supports the .tar archive format, so as a last resort any format that can be 
stuffed into a .tar file can be stored in DSpace. 
A particularly important service for data access is the work of the HathiTrust Research Center. “HTRC is 
the research arm of HathiTrust. It is a partnership between Indiana University (IU) Libraries, the 
Pervasive Technology Institute, and School of Informatics and Computing at IU, and the University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Libraries, and Graduate School of Library and Information 
Science.”7 HRTC’s current focus is providing tools for analysis of large-scale texts – hundreds of 
thousands of documents comprising millions of pages of text. HRTC provides a portal from which one 
can operate text analysis applications using the some 3-million HathiTrust volumes that are in the public 
domain. HRTC also offers an API into the HRTC tools so that researchers can create their own text 
analysis tools. HRTC is led by Dr. Beth Plale, and is a newly created offshoot of the Data to Insight 
Center she has run since 2008. The Data to Insight Center and HRTC are affiliated with the School of 
Informatics and Computing (SOIC) and the Pervasive Technology Institute. Research Technologies 
supports the HRTC activities with hardware, software, programming and consulting.  
HRTC is the best current example of a specific set of tools enabling specific kinds of data access and 
analysis. Other examples of tools created and/or supported by Research Technologies and the National 
Center for Genome Analysis Support include the following: 
• Indiana CTSI HUB. This is the online portal for the Indiana Clinical and Translational Science 
Institute and one of the most widely used data access resources within the IU clinical and 
translational research community. It is described in detail in Section 7.  
• Indiana Spatial Data Portal for GIS data. The ISDP provides access to more than 30 terabytes 
of Indiana geospatial data. Most datasets are available to the public for download and have no use 
restrictions. Data products from the ISDP are used by a variety of institutions and organizations 
throughout the state. Indiana University’s high-performance networks and computing 
                                                      
7 HathiTrust, “What is HathiTrust?” 
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infrastructure support the ISDP, which archives and provides web access to imagery provided by 
data partners within and outside IU.  
• ODI-PPA. The ODI Pipeline, Portal, and Archive (ODI-PPA) is a comprehensive web-based 
solution that provides astronomers and users of the WIYN Consortium (University of Wisconsin–
Madison, Indiana University, Yale University, and the National Optical Astronomy Observatory) 
the One Degree Imager, a modern user interface acting as a single data access point, and rich 
computational and visualization capabilities. It supports scientists in handling complex data sets, 
while enhancing WIYN's scientific productivity. Most of this is powered by software written by 
(or integrated by) RT staff, and running on RT hardware including SDA, Big Red II, Karst, and 
DCWAN. ODI-PPA is designed to be a Scalable Compute Archive (SCA) that has built-in 
frameworks including: (1) Collections that allow an astronomer to create logical collations of data 
products for publication, research, or instructional, (2) Image Explorer and Source Explorer, 
which together enable real-time interactive visual analysis of massive astronomical data products, 
(3) Workflow framework for rapid integration of data-processing pipelines, and (4) an integrated 
Charting/Plotting framework for generating custom plots of metadata. The SCA framework used 
by ODI-PPA has also been adapted to the IU Electron Microscopy Center’s data 
(https://portal.emcenter.iu.edu), and to IU Astronomy professor Dr. Katherine Rhode’s Globular 
Cluster Systems data collected over a decade.  
• Cyberinfrastructure Gateway. The Indiana University Cyberinfrastructure Gateway (CI 
Gateway) is an online portal designed to centralize information about and access to IU's advanced 
scholarly and artistic cyberinfrastructure. 
• QuakeSim. The QuakeSim science gateway (to be renamed GeoGateway) is the product of a 
long-standing collaboration between researchers at NASA JPL and PTI/RT.  The portal gives 
users simple access to sophisticated InSAR datasets, GPS time series data, and forward/inversion 
modeling tools for comparing earthquake fault models.  
• UltraScan. The UltraScan science gateway (PI Dr. Borries Demeler, University of Texas Health 
Science Center San Antonio) allows biophysicists to perform data analysis on analytical 
ultracentrifugation experiments, uncovering properties of molecules in solution. Through a 
collaboration with PTI/RT, these data analysis are performed on campus resources, national 
cyberinfrastructure (XSEDE), and international supercomputing centers in Germany. 
• BioDrugScreen. An Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) 
Science Gateway, BioDrugScreen is a computational drug design and discovery resource for 
ranking molecules docked to the human proteome. The portal contains the DOPIN (Docked 
Proteome Interaction Network) database containing millions of pre-docked and pre-scored 
complexes from thousands of targets from the human proteome and thousands of drug-like small 
molecules from the NCI diversity set and other sources. 
• Galaxy portal at IU. The National Center for Genome Analysis Support provides three web-
based portals that provide easy-to-use interfaces for genomics researchers to create and execute 
their own workflows on NCGAS systems. Using the Galaxy web portal environment, NCGAS 
has created Galaxy portals for IU investigators, NSF-funded life science researchers nationally, 
and to the Penguin On Demand system for any federally funded investigator. These provide 
access to the full suite of genome assembly, annotation, alignment and other applications as well 
as file transfer and transformation utilities for building genome science workflows. 
• IUScholarWorks. Described above, IUScholarWorks is a service for storing, preserving, and 
providing access to documents and data. 
These examples all relate to a specific scientific research project or type of research. Research 
Technologies is also working to create tools and general frameworks that will enable members of the IU 
community to create their own tools for providing storage and providing access to digital collections. 
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One such tool is a “collection viewer” created by the Advanced Visualization Lab. This software allows 
the straightforward presentation of images and hypertext descriptions of the images on any of the IQ-
series devices. This has been used in a range of contexts including classrooms, conference displays, and 
museums, including the Indianapolis Museum of Art and the IU Mathers Museum of World Cultures. 
This is an excellent and effective tool for presenting digital and text data for people gathered around an 
IQ-Table, and IQ-Wall, or an IQ-Tilt. 
Research Technologies is also involved in creating a very general framework for delivering access to data 
via the web, through a particular type of web portal called a Science Gateway. Science gateways provide 
researchers access to web-based portals, tools, applications, and data collections that integrate resources 
to further scientific studies and help save researchers time and money. Through science gateways, 
researchers can access top-tier resources, including applications running on a supercomputer, remote 
instruments (such as a telescope or electron microscope), and curated data collections. Gateways 
dramatically accelerate scientific discovery and provide researchers with a venue in which to collaborate 
and share results. 
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has awarded a $5-million, five-year collaborative grant to 
Indiana University, the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC), and the University of Texas Health 
Science Center at San Antonio (UTHSCSA) to develop the Science Gateway Platform (SciGaP). The 
platform will further scientific discovery by providing researchers with a variety of hosted or cloud 
services to support science gateways around the country. 
The SciGaP project will transform the way science gateways are constructed because it will use open-
source tools to create a set of hosted infrastructure services, which gateway providers can then easily 
adopt to build new gateways. SciGaP will also help train a new generation of cyberinfrastructure 
developers in open-source development, enabling them to make publicly documented contributions to 
gateway software and bridge the gap between academic and non-academic development. The robust, 
sustainable SciGaP services will provide new gateway developers with the generic middleware 
functionalities required by all science gateways. By adopting the SciGaP services, gateway creators will 
be free to focus on development of the custom interfaces and features that are unique to an individual 
gateway’s scientific community. 
The portals listed above, developed with a range of software technologies over the past 15+ years, are all 
based on IU’s rich cyberinfrastructure resources for storage, computing, and public-facing servers. As the 
project progresses, it is hoped that SciGaP will provide a common software platform for most existing 






Highlight: Support for the Humanities 
Indiana University’s libraries and museums are home to many literary and cultural treasures, many of 
which are rare or unique in the world. Many of now exist in digital form, thanks to the efforts of library 
and museum staff working in collaboration with digital collections specialists from the IU Libraries.  
Unfortunately, typical web-based interfaces to these digital versions often lack the sense of wonder, 
exploration, and shared experience of the original physical artifacts. Research Technology’s Advanced 
Visualization Lab has been collaborating with library and museum curators to utilize large-format 
displays and collaborative multi-touch systems to recapture the sense of discovery with these digital 
artifacts.  
 One such technology is the IQ-table, a 55-inch multi-touch surface that allows multiple users to sort, 
categorize, and experience digital content through engaging visual interfaces based on custom extensions 
of open source software, including Open Exhibits and Leaflet.  Versions of this system have been 
deployed to locations across the IUB and IUPUI campuses, and even as far afield as an exhibit hall in 
New Orleans and a tent on the National Mall in Washington, DC.  RT staff have applied this technology 
to a broad range of content, including a digitized version of the Audubon portfolio for the Lilly Library, a 
collection of treasures from the Mather’s Museum for its 50th anniversary, a selection of rich media 
content from the IU Libraries for the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, a collection of rare maps in the Wells 
Library, a “scrollable” version of the original 120-foot long manuscript for Jack Kerouac’s “On The 
Road,” and a digital version of the Indiana Memorial Union’s Golden Book. 
Another compelling display technology is the large-scale, ultra-high-resolution IQ-wall.  Composed of 
arrays of high-definition screens, IQ-walls provide many times the resolution of conventional displays, 
allowing viewers to see much greater detail in maps, images, and documents.  The size of the IQ-walls 
creates a shared and immersive experience for groups of viewers, and allows them to experience 
photographs and virtual environments at life-sized scales.  IQ-walls have been deployed at the Mathers 
Museum of World Cultures and the Wells Library for use by humanities educators and scholars where 
they have been used to display collections of historic photographs, maps, and sheet music, as well as 
interactive information visualizations, media screenings, and group edit-a-thons for Wikipedia. These IQ-
walls join general-purpose deployments in the CIB, the ICTC, and IUB School of Informatics and 
Computing, as well as a version in the GlobalNOC in the CIB. 
 
     
Left: IQ-wall at IUB’s Mathers Museum exhibiting Apartheid photo collection at high resolution and life-size 






6. BICENTENNIAL PRIORITY FIVE: A GLOBAL UNIVERSITY 
	  
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal Five:  Indiana University will develop active partnerships 
with leading or complementary higher education institutions. IU will sustain active 
alumni chapters in all of its priority countries in support of study abroad, selective 
international recruitment, and faculty research and scholarship, especially in SGIS, the 
Lilly Family School of Philanthropy, and the Media School. It will complete the 
establishment of its Global Gateway Network to support these objectives. 
Particular action items include: 
• IU will focus its international engagement efforts on its 32 priority countries and their leading 
institutions, establishing partnership agreements with leading or complementary institutions in all 
of these countries. 
• IU will continue and enhance support for international students and for exchange programs that 
bring short-term faculty visitors to the university. 
Ongoing activities include: 
• Support research and other forms of engagement between IU faculty and their counterparts at 
foreign institutions 
6.1. PTI and international engagement 
One of the bicentennial action items related to Bicentennial priority five states: “IU will focus its 
international engagement efforts on its 32 priority countries and their leading institutions, establishing 
partnership agreements with leading or complementary institutions in all of these countries.” Germany is 
one of these priority countries, and the Technische Universitaet Dresden is one of the top institutions in 
supercomputing in Germany. Indiana University and Technische Universitaet Dresden (hereafter TU-D) 
signed a five-year Memorandum of Friendship and Cooperation in 2009 and renewed it for another five 
years in March 2014. That Memorandum calls for staff of each center to visit the other annually. TU-D 
has collaborated with IU on several successful grant proposals funded by the National Science 
Foundation. Because of TU-D’s strengths in supercomputing and network performance analysis this 
partnership has strengthened IU’s competitiveness for major federal grants, including the $10M 
FutureGrid project running from 2009-2014, led by SOIC Distinguished Professor Geoffrey Fox.  
In FY2014 PTI began what we hope will be an annual series of summer classes about supercomputer 
programming taught by visitors from TU-D. Dr. Guido Juckeland spent June and July in Bloomington to 
teach two summer schools and work with the Scientific Applications and Performance Tuning group. The 
first summer school was an introduction to GPU programming and conducted in collaboration with the 
Virtual School of Computation and Engineering, run by the Great Lakes Consortium for Petascale 
Computation. The week-long class was available on the Bloomington and Indianapolis campus and 
broadcast to 12 universities in the US. More than 250 people registered for the class. The second summer 
school was a general introduction to high-performance computing, targeted at IU researchers and 
students. Available on the Indianapolis and Bloomington campus, it attracted 43 registrants. 
RT also has a deep and longstanding collaboration with the University of Moratuwa in Sri Lanka, and is 
developing relationships with universities in India, also one of the 32 priority countries. Sri Lanka is not, 
but has been an important partner in advanced IT for IU since before the development of the list of 
priority countries. Dr. Shahani Markus Weerawarana worked with RT/PTI’s Science Gateway Group as a 
Visiting Scientist, contributing her extensive academic, commercial, and government experiences in 
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open-source software development and project management. The Science Gateway Group also worked 
with numerous international students through the Google Summer of Code (GSOC) program through the 
Apache Airavata project.  
 
For FY 2014 the Research Technologies Science Gateway Group had three GSOC students from the 
University of Moratuwa and one from the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur. Supun Nakandala, 
the standout student from this class (and in his graduating class), has accepted an offer to join the Science 
Gateway Group as a full-time developer. 
RT and the Pervasive Technology Institute also maintain leadership positions in a number of international 
organizations, through which we play a role in steering the directions of international research 
communities and collaborate with peers from many other countries (see Table 6, below). 
Table 6. RT and NCGAS participation in international research and technical collaborations 
International organization Focus Leaders from IU 
IU Bioinformatics Clinic Integrative Genomics Training Brendel, Hahn 
AAMC GIR Steering 
Committee 
Academic Medical Center IT Leadership Barnett 
AAMC GIR Leadership 
Institute 
Training IT leaders for Medical Centers Barnett 
Open Science Grid Council High Energy Physics Research 
Consortium 
Barnett 
Coalition for Advanced 
Scientific Computing 
Chair, Regulated Data Working Group Barnett 




Cray User Group President, collaboration and information 
exchange in the high-performance 
computing (HPC) community 
Hancock 
SPEC Consortium Area Director, HPG, Standards body for 
performance benchmarks 
Henschel 
SCxy Steering Steering member 2012-2019, International 
conference for high performance 
computing, networking, storage and 
analysis 
Link 
SCxy 2006-2016 Executive Committee Member Link 
Lustre User Group Program Chair (5 years running), Lustre 
parallel file system and other open source 
file system technologies. 
Simms 
Open SFS Board Member (2 terms), nonprofit 
organization dedicated to the success of 
the Lustre® file system 
Simms 
HPSS User Forum Steering Committee Member,  Kallback-Rose 
DOE Computer Graphics Forum High-end visualization for HPC and 
simulation for National Labs 
Sherman 
NOAA SOS Users 
Collaborative Network 
Research and Educational institutions 
focused on application and advancement 






7. BICENTENNIAL PRIORITY SIX: HEALTH SCIENCES RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 
TO IMPROVE THE STATE AND NATION’S HEALTH 
 
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal Six: Indiana University and IU Health, including Riley 
Hospital for Children, will strategically invest in world-class research and training in 
selected areas of the health sciences – with emphasis on cancer, cardiovascular 
disease, and the neurosciences – through targeted hiring, collaboration, and 
infrastructure investments which have the potential to be translated into new and 
improved treatments, cures, and procedures. Recognizing our responsibility to take a 
leadership role in improving health in our state, IU will continue to invest and coordinate 
its efforts in public health and will seek to work with state government agencies to help 
address Indiana’s public health problems. 
Bicentennial plan action items include: 
• IUSM, and where relevant the other IU clinical schools, will continue to build research capacity 
in selected areas, with special focus on research in population health, cancer, cardiovascular 
disease, neurodegenerative diseases, and pediatrics through the Riley Children’s Hospital and 
Foundation, in order to achieve preeminence in these areas, and to generate increased external 
research funding from the NIH, DOD, Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), 
and other external sources. 
• IU will invest in the infrastructure to foster collaboration in research and educational programs 
among the clinical schools and other academic units, in order to increase opportunities for 
students and researchers, leveraging the Indiana Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute 
(CTSI) wherever possible. 
• IU will facilitate public-private and other inter-institutional partnerships to accelerate the 
translation of discoveries into practice. 
Metrics identified in the IU Bicentennial Strategic Plan include the following 
• Amount and research funding from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
• Amount and diversity of research funding from other sources 
• Demonstrated increase in research output and impact in key fields 
 
Since 2000, Research Technologies and PTI (then called the Pervasive Technology Labs) have been 
involved in supporting health science research and education. RT and PTI contributions to biomedical and 
health research and education for FY 2014 are described below, organized by the action items and metrics 
associated with this Bicentennial Priority item. 
7.1. IUSM, and where relevant the other IU clinical schools, will continue to build 
research capacity in selected areas …   
Research Technologies has contributed to building the research capacity of medical and health research 
through the delivery of computational resources, storage resources, and databases of medical and health 
information. 
7.1.1. Computational Resources 
In 2000 at the inception of INGEN, few in the Indiana University School of Medicine (IUSM) or any of 
the then-existing clinical affairs schools thought they had any use for supercomputers. Today, IUSM 
faculty are among the most prodigious users of IU’s supercomputers. In addition, IUSM researchers have 
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been at the forefront in using national grids that support high throughput computing – computing jobs in 
which many, many individual small computing jobs are run and whose results help solve important 
research problems. Figure 10 shows the percentage of CPU hours used by IU School of Medicine and 
other Clinical Affairs Schools, as compared to all other academic units of IU. Of a total of 135,300,511 
core hours used by the IU community on IU computational resources during FY 2014, the School of 
Medicine used 12,749,243 core hours and researchers in other Clinical Affairs schools used 168,528. In 
other words, just under 10% of the total usage of IU computational resources was by researchers or 
students from a Clinical Affairs school.  
Overall use of computational resources by the IU community, showing the contribution of these resources 
to the research and education programs of IUSM and other Clinical Affairs schools, is summarized in 
Figure 10.  
Overall, the university used a total of 154,316,324 core hours from RT supercomputers and federally-
funded research cyberinfrastructure facilities. Use by IUSM or other clinical affairs schools amounts to 
14.6% of this total.  
   
 
 
Figure 10. Use of IU computational resources during FY2014, showing use of resources by IUSM and other 
Clinical Affairs Schools, and other subunits of IU. 168,528 core hours for Clinical Affairs; 12,749,243 core 
hours by IU School of Medicine; and 122,382,740 core hours for other academic units. 
 
The federal government supports two advanced computing resources intended for use by the US open 
(non-classified) research community – the Open Science Grid and XSEDE (the eXtreme Science and 
Engineering Discovery Environment). 
The Open Science Grid is focused on what is called High Throughput Computing (HTC). This typically 
involves activities that can be broken down into many tasks, each of which can be done with one CPU, 
with relatively little communication between the various CPUs working together. The Open Science Grid 
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is focused on “how many floating point operations per month or per year they can extract from their 
computing environment8.” 
Figure 11 shows IU use of the Open Science Grid, showing percentage of use by IU School of Medicine 
and all other academic units of IU. Of a total of 10,335,813 core hours consumed by IU researchers from 
the Open Science Grid, 93.5%  (or 9,668,653 core hours) was consumed by IUSM. 
 
 
Figure 11. Overall use of national computing grids of high-throughput computing systems by IU, showing 
percentage of use by IU School of Medicine and all other academic units of IU. 
 
XSEDE is an NSF-funded organization that focuses on high-end supercomputers. Use of XSEDE in 






                                                      
8 HTCondor: High Throughput Computing   
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Highlight: Discovery and Validation of Blood Biomarkers for Suicidality 
Currently, clinicians do not have a reliable test to detect the inclination or propensity towards suicide. 
They rely on indirect tests such patient-reported symptoms and feelings to decide if someone requires 
immediate help and care. A quantitative test would be clinically useful to predict and track suicidal 
tendencies and could perhaps allow clinicians to treat patients earlier. Dr. Niculescu, Dept. of 
Psychiatry, IU School of Medicine, has discovered that SAT1 mRNA levels may serve as a biomarker for 
suicidality when used in conjunction with other tests. 
Individuals contemplate and are victims of suicide every day. This loss deeply affects families and friends 
and leads to lifelong emotional trauma. Members of the military services are at high risk for depression 
and suicide. Current tests for suicide rely on self-reports and are very subjective and prone to error. 
Developing an objective diagnostic tool would be dramatically useful in predicting and tracking the 
inclination towards suicide and help prevent such occurrences. Developing a biomarker panel from the 
current research will be a crucial step in developing such an objective measure. 
Dr. Niculescu has been researching mood disorders over the past two decades, and suicide more 
recently, with a focus on developing molecular biomarkers for mood disorders as objective measures of 
mental state and ideation. The Advanced Biomedical IT Core provided software development expertise to 
finish developing the Convergent Functional 
Genomics scoring algorithm, which was 
instrumental in identifying the SAT1 biomarker for 
suicide. 
Dr. Niculescu published the results in Molecular 
Psychiatry and the paper was the most-viewed and 
downloaded from the Nature.com website for 
September 2013, suggesting its impact and 
importance.  
H. Le-Niculescu, D. F. Levey, M. Ayalew, L. 
Palmer, L. M. Gavrin, N. Jain, E. Winiger, S. 
Bhosrekar, G. Shankar, M. Radel, E. Bellanger, H. 
Duckworth, K. Olesek, J. Vergo, R. Schweitzer, M. 
Yard, A. Ballew, A. Shekhar, G. E. Sandusky, N. J. 
Schork, S. M. Kurian, D. R. Salomon, A. B. 
Niculescu, 3rd, Discovery and validation of blood 
biomarkers for suicidality. Molecular psychiatry,  




7.1.2. Storage resources 
All RT storage systems are HIPAA aligned, meaning that protected health information may be stored on 
these systems. This was done at the request of researchers from IUSM. This means IUSM researchers 




protected but contains important diagnostic information. IU was the first institution in the US with 
HIPAA-aligned high performance storage systems and supercomputers. Now researchers can analyze 
protected health information (PHI) without the encumbrance of having to de-identify these data. To the 
best of our knowledge, we remain one of only two US public institutions with this capability. 
A unique aspect of IU’s research storage systems is that data stored in the Scientific Data Archive are 
copied in duplicate – once to a tape library in Indianapolis, and a second time to a tape library in 
Bloomington. IU’s is the only US university research computing center to provide this capability.  
The past year has shown continued growth in use of RT storage systems by all researchers. Figure 12, 
Figure 13, and Figure 14 show storage systems use (disk and tape, respectively) by IUSM, other Clinical 




Figure 12. Overall use of RT disk storage systems showing use by IU School of Medicine, other Clinical 
Affairs Schools, and all other academic units of IU. All units of measure are in GB. 
   
	  	   	  
	   	  






Figure 13. Overall use of RT tape storage system (Scholarly Data Archive) showing use by IU School of 




Figure 14. Total usage (in percentages) of IU data storage systems by IUSM and CA Schools, and all other IU. 
In Petabytes: 2,198,589 for IUSM and CA Schools, and 7,474,471 all other IU.  
 
 
The bottom line of all these statistics is that the IUSM and other clinical affairs schools are prodigious 
users of Research Technologies storage resources. Of the total 2.02 PB of data committed to long-term 





storage on an RT-operated disk storage system, just over 30% is consumed by researchers and students of 
the IUSM and other IU Clinical Affairs schools at IU. Of the total 6.06 PB of data stored on tape, just 
over 20% is storage of data by the same population. 
7.1.3. Databases and collaboration systems supported 
Computing centers tend to be good at counting things like terabytes used and teraflops of computing 
power consumed. Operational metrics, like number of databases supported, number of records in 
databases, and number of collaborations and studies enabled are often as, or more, important to 
researchers in the IU School of Medicine. In this section we present such metrics for the operational 
services provided by Research Technologies to IUSM researchers. These services are delivered primarily 
via the Advanced Biomedical Information Technology Core (ABITC), a management unit of Research 
Technologies. ABITC was the first core service certified as an official IUSM core by IUSM that was 
outside of the School itself. 
Table 7. Usage metrics for data resources managed and supported by ABITC and Research Technologies. 
Service Number of records Services delivered 
FY 2014 FY 2013 Description 
Data repository 
for Collaborative 
Initiative on Fetal 
Alcohol Spectrum 
Disorder 
3,732 3,420 Number of distinct subjects (people) 
39,275 34,751 Total number of database entries 
524 412 Brain images stored in CIFASD 
Imaging Core data repository 
Data repository 





111,550 107,576 Number of database records 
Indiana CTSI 
HUB 
6,070 4,729 Number of researchers with login 
(accounts) on Indiana CTSI Hub 
REDCap  935 681 New projects using REDCap initiated 
by researchers. 
2,297 1,362 Total projects using REDCap since 
ABITC assumed responsibility for 
REDCap in 2010 
Alfresco Share 3,390 3,188 Documents stored in Alfresco Share as 
of 30 June 2012 
486 318 Number of researchers who used 





28 25 Grant competitions managed 
109 103 Grant awarded 
96 117 Grant competitions managed since 
inception in 2009 
Total Records 168,492 156,682  
 
 
7.1.4. Visualization and 3D printing services to IUSM and other Clinical Affairs Schools 
Most people are familiar with the benefits of 3D imaging techniques like MRI and CT scans for 
diagnosing and treating internal problems and ailments. However, when coupled with other advanced 
analysis, visualization, and interface technologies, these imaging methods take on even greater value for 
improved health care research and delivery. Research Technologies and its visualization and analysis 
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specialists have collaborated on several projects that highlight this potential. These are initial use cases 
and exemplars rather than programs and ongoing services because they are at a very early stage, but they 
show some of the potential of 3D printing in medical, clinical, and translational research. 
• Shoulder replacement surgery has room for improved precision. Even in the skilled hands of a highly 
trained surgeon, current techniques allow for some error. These errors can affect mobility of the 
shoulder joint after the surgery. One notable area of improvement is the placement of the prosthetic 
that replaces the glenoid surface of the scapula. The workflow developed for this collaboration 
between IU School of Medicine researchers and RT visualization specialists uses CT scans and 3D 
visualization software to create a custom, per-patient guide that is printed on a 3D printer, and which 
aids the surgeon and ultimately improves the chances of a successful replacement.   
 
Figure 15. Cylindrical guide and the glenoid surface of a scapula, both 3D printed. 
 
• Despite significant progress over the past decades, tooth cavities, formally known as caries lesions, 
are still a major problem for dental health. Dr. Masatoshi Ando in the IU School of Dentistry is 
working to better understand the demineralization process that leads to cavities, and to evaluate new 
re-mineralization techniques that can reverse much of the damage. Through the use of time-series of 
MicroCT scans, Dr. Ando is able to analyze the internal structure of tooth samples and precisely 
measure the level of mineralization as the lesion progresses or regresses. He partners with data 
analysis experts in Research Technologies to help process the nearly 100,000 images a typical multi-
sample, multi-week study requires. By using the XSEDE HPC system Stampede and custom image 
analysis software developed by RT, Ando is able to analyze a data run in several hours instead of the 
several weeks required when using his desktop computer. This has opened the door to running many 




Figure 16. Visualization of the demineralization process on a molar over time. 
 
• The sense of touch is an essential component in learning proper techniques for dental procedures such 
as injections, examinations, and surgeries. Haptic technologies are robotic interface devices that 
provide users the sensation of force and touch.  Researchers in the IU School of Dentistry have 
partnered with the Advanced Visualization Lab to explore the applications of haptic simulators for 
training dentistry students. This work resulted in the creation of the IQ-Force, which collocates visual 
and haptic feedback in the same space, providing a greater sense of realism. The team also assessed 
several existing software options and developed proposals to build and deploy a new simulation 
development workflow based on imaging with actual patients. 
 
 






7.2. Fostering basic, clinical, and translational biomedical research – the National 
Center for Genome Analysis Support 
The National Center for Genome Analysis Support (NCGAS) is an important resource for biologists who 
want to take advantage of the huge potential of genome science to better understand evolution, 
environment, basic biological mechanisms, diseases, or a host of other subjects that ultimately benefit our 
society. First funded by the National Science Foundation in 2011, it has grown to support National 
Institutes of Health and US Department of Agriculture projects. As the NCGAS is publically funded, it 
supports a wide range of publically funded research projects from across the nation. As it is also 
supported by Indiana University, IU scholars are particularly able to take advantage of its services.  
NCGAS sets itself apart by providing a complete genome analysis service that works well for experienced 
technical experts as well as those scholars grappling with the complexities of DNA and RNA analysis for 
the first time. These services include: 
• Consulting for biologists undertaking genome analysis. NCGAS is distinguished by having 
biologists who are expert in genome analysis and can help biologists cross that often-difficult 
bridge from a valuable scientific hypothesis to a successful genome science result that can mean 
the difference between a successful and unsuccessful research project. 
• Optimization, hardening, and enhancement of genome analysis software, so that biologists don’t 
have to be in the business of managing software on complex computer systems – they can focus 
on the science. 
• Assistance in use of supercomputers for genome analysis, including many supercomputers that 
are part of XSEDE (the NSF-funded eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment).  
• Storage of data during the research process, so valuable research findings are not at risk. 
• Archiving of public data sets that can be made available to the public indefinitely into the future  
• Aid to researchers preparing grant proposals.  
The success of NCGAS has led to its growing use by research scholars and to new partnerships with 
organizations such as the Broad Institute, a national leader in bioinformatics. This partnership has resulted 
in NCGAS being the national leader in the optimization and delivery of the Trinity RNA-Sequence 
analysis software, and the GenePattern genomics analysis environment, flagship analysis environments 
for genome science. These accomplishments have made NCGAS one of the lead informatics services to 
the National Cancer Institute and other health research organizations, making important strides in the 
discovery of new disease treatments. 
During 2014 NCGAS expanded its services and the scope of its operations. Understanding and constantly 
learning about, biologists’ research needs, NCGAS has evolved its service offerings, adding data storage 
and data publication. The first allows researchers to store the massive data sets they are analyzing on IU 
systems, often a challenge for researchers, particularly those from smaller institutions. The second allows 
researchers to publish data sets where they can be reviewed and used by other investigators, helping to 
advance the progress of genomic science.  Data publishing is a growing requirement of our federal 
funding agencies, and NCGAS provides a simple way for researchers to share their data and results with 
the rest of the world.   
NCGAS has also grown its scope of operations. NCGAS was originally funded by a National Science 
Foundation grant to provide genome assembly services for biologists. This funding has resulting in new 
understandings about the fundamental structure and mechanisms of life for a number of plants and 
animals, including model organisms such as the fruit fly (Drosophila) that are intensively studied to 
discover the basic mechanisms of life. NCGAS has also begun working on agriculturally significant 
plants such as the Mango and Cacao (chocolate). Other projects include identifying how organisms 
respond differently to environmental stress, and studying the genetic causes of the reduction in the 
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amount of an important zooplankton species (Copepod) that has resulted in the decline of the North 
Atlantic fishing industry. 
Beyond that, NCGAS has begun a partnership with the Broad Institute, one of the nation’s premier 
biomedical informatics organizations. In that partnership, NCGAS is delivering the single most heavily 
used RNA sequencing software, developed by The Broad Institute, to the cancer and biomedical research 
communities. This partnership has led to a joint project, funded by the National Cancer Institute, to 
provide cancer researchers with the important Trinity software for studying RNA that drives cell growth. 
As part of this project, NCGAS has partnered with the Scientific Applications group in Research 
Technologies to optimize the software, as is it developed and improved by the Broad Institute, to perform 
more quickly and at higher quality. NCGAS provides it as a free service to cancer researchers around the 
country so they can better understand the genetic mechanisms of cancer. 
 
7.3. Fostering collaboration in research and educational programs – Supporting the 
Indiana Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute (CTSI)  
The Indiana CTSI is a statewide effort to advance the translation of healthcare research into innovative 
products and therapies that safely advance human health. A partnership among Indiana University, 
Purdue University, the University of Notre Dame, IU Health, state agencies, and a number of public and 
private entities, it represents a coordinated, statewide effort to advance healthcare. It participates in 
regional and national partnerships and has produced a number of important innovations, all of which are 
leading the way for improved healthcare. It has changed the way medical research is done with a clear 
focus on directly improving health. 
The Advanced Biomedical IT Core (ABITC) and Research Technologies (RT) provide many of the core 
services that make this collaboration work. The Indiana CTSI HUB, with over 6,000 users statewide, is 
the portal for information, services, tools, and data, and is the doorway to the Indiana CTSI. The home 






Figure 18. Home page, Indiana CTSI HUB, the online collaborative environment used by the Indiana Clinical 
and Translational Science Institute, and operated by the Research Technologies Division of UITS.  
 
ABITC and RT provide Indiana CTSI with collaboration tools, including tools for data collection, 
management, and analysis; sharing tools such as REDCap; communications and outreach; grants 
management tools; and databases. These are used by researchers, community engagement professionals, 
industry, healthcare, state and other government services, federal partners, and others working to advance 
health for the state of Indiana. All tools are accessible via IndianaCTSI HUB. Most data listed in Table 6 
are accessible via IndianaCTSI HUB (the exceptions are data held on behalf of the Collaborative 




7.4. Funding from the NIH supported by or awarded to RT and NCGAS 
During FY 2014, a total of 1,686 grants were awarded to IUSM for a total of $310,092,615. Figure 19 
shows grant awards won by IUSM researchers, broken down by their use of RT services. This chart 
shows the amount of grant dollars brought in by researchers who use: high-performance computing 
systems supported by RT and NCGAS (HPC); biomedical data management and collaboration tools 
(BIO); both HPC and biomedical data management and collaboration tools (BIO & HPC); or no use of 
RT and NCGAS services. More than 61 percent of the grant dollars awarded to IUSM during FY2014 
went to a principal investigator with an account on one or more RT systems. That does not imply that 
every grant dollar depended upon RT and NCGAS services. But given that most grant dollars coming to 
IUSM go to researchers with accounts on RT and NCGAS systems, it seems reasonable to infer that these 




Figure 19. Distribution of grant funding into the IU School of Medicine associated with users with accounts 
on RT’s high-performance computing systems (HPC), ABITC biomedical collaboration and data 
management services (BIO), and who use both (HPC & BIO). 
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8. BICENTENNIAL PRIOROTY SEVEN: BUILDING A PROSPEROUS AND INNOVATIVE 
INDIANA 
 
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal Seven: Indiana University will contribute to the 
economic development and prosperity of Indiana by translating the discoveries 
and innovations of faculty, staff and students into new products, services, and 
companies….. 
Metrics associated with Bicentennial Strategic Goal Seven include: 
• Number and value of patents, licensing agreements, partnerships, and start-ups supported by 
IURTC 
• New educational programs targeted to state and regional needs 
 
Continuing priorities related to Strategic Goal Seven include: 
• Support regional business development in life science, technology, and related fields 
 
8.1. Supporting Regional Business Development 
PTI offers an economic development program through which private industries with headquarters or a 
strong presence in the state of Indiana may use IU’s advanced cyberinfrastructure resources. This 
program has its roots in the Indiana Economic Development Program initiated under the leadership of 
then-Governor Mitch Daniels. Application is via an online web form. The most successful of these 
activities has been IU’s work with Cummins Inc., described in the highlight on the next page. 
PTI has played a strong role in economic development and technology transfer, including contributing to 
the creation and expansion of five businesses based in or operating in the Indiana. PTI also has one patent 
to its credit. Research Technologies has aided this important economic development work, and been at the 





Highlight: Big Red II’s GPUs help Cummins Inc. improve diesel engines 
Diesel engines are a major source of greenhouse gases and harmful nitrogen-bearing compounds in the 
atmosphere. Located in Columbus, Indiana, Cummins Inc. is a Fortune 500 corporation that designs and 
manufactures diesel engines widely used the world over. Cummins is deeply committed to increasing the 
fuel efficiency of its diesel engines, and to decreasing the extent to which its engines release pollutants 
into the atmosphere.  
Cummins sold one million diesel engines in 2014. John Deuer, director of combustion research at 
Cummins, puts this in context related to their fuel efficiency and pollution reduction goals: “A 5% 
increase in fuel efficiency produces 14 fewer tons CO2 per year and saves $4000 in fuel costs per year for 
one 18-wheeler. With a fleet of around a quarter-million trucks over five years, this means a savings of 
3.5 billion gallons of fuel and 40 million tons of CO2.” 
Cummins design engineers use sophisticated computer models to help improve the design of the pistons 
and combustion chambers in its diesel engines. This is very complicated because diesel fuel combustion 
involves hundreds of different chemicals and thousands of reactions among those chemicals. The goal in 
optimizing diesel engine design is to ensure that fuels are burned as cleanly as possible. The more 
thorough and realistic a simulation can be, the more engine performance can be optimized.  
 
Using a traditional 
computer CPU, only a 
simulation with about 
50 chemicals and 150 
reactions is practical. 
The speed and 
economy of GPU-
based computing 
offers the potential to 











(the top maker of 
engine simulation software) to the GPUs. The figure shows an engine simulation performed with this new 
software running on Big Red II GPU processors. With this new software, Cummins hopes to increase the 
precision of its simulations through inclusion of significantly more chemicals and reactions. This will 
help build better, more efficient engines that will aid the US in its efforts to decrease carbon emissions, 




Simulation of combustion within a Cummins engine. Doing this simulation on Big 
Red II sped up the analysis by a factor of almost 4.  
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8.2.  Educational programs targeted to state and regional needs 
One of part of the mission of Research Technologies is to educate and inform the community where we 
live and work. The ever-popular “Ready, Set, Robots” K-12 summer camp allows us to reach out to our 
community to encourage STEM interest in early learning. In addition, RT participates in multiple summer 
activities with other schools and departments to teach children that technology and math can be fun. 
Appendix A shows table summarizing Pervasive Technology Institute education and outreach events for 
FY2014 that were either led by RT and NCGAS or put on with their assistance. 
Our annual participation in state STEM events like Celebrate Science Indiana and Conner Prairie 
Curiosity Fair strengthens our commitment to the broader-impact mission to help society learn and 
understand the function and principles of how everyday technology works. Public events like Science on 
a Sphere week hosted in the Cyberinfrastructure Building at IU Bloomington offered a week of lectures 
and demonstrations of scientific datasets on the spherical display in the building. These interactive 
sessions allowed school children, parents, and educators to ask questions and understand how 
visualization technology can expand learning. Such events also create a certain amount of excitement and 
buzz around technology. One of the highlights of Science on a Sphere week was an open-to-the public 
presentation called “SOS after dark,” shown below in Figure 20. 
 . 
 
Figure 20. Visitors at the "SOS After Dark" event in the Cyberinfrastructure Building on the IUB campus. 





9. BICENTENNIAL PRIORITY EIGHT: TOWARDS A CULTURE OF BUILDING AND 
MAKING 
 
Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal:  Indiana University will explore and pursue the 
feasibility of establishing new programs in design and engineering on the IU 
Bloomington campus and technology programs on the regional campuses to 
meet regional needs. 
 
During the report period, staff from UITS and Research Technologies worked with faculty and staff in the 
Herron School of Fine Arts at IUPUI to develop a proposal for an extensive 3D printing and 
woodworking facility. Dubbed the “Think It Make It” lab, the facility includes a variety of etching and 
routing systems, additive and subtractive 3D printers, 3D scanners, and design workstations and software.  
The facility will be critical for new components of the Herron curriculum that focus on digital creation 
and will be available for use by other academic units on campus. AVL will focus on supporting scanning 
workflows, data preparation, and support for non-Herron users of the facility.   
Research Technologies has also supported 3D printing in arts and science. For example, we aid Dr. 
Nicole Jacquard in her work using 3D printing. We have also identified an external vendor that can 
provide cost-effective 3D prints from computer files generated by IU students and researchers.   
 
    
Figure 21. Left: IUB Fine Arts Professor Nicole Jacquard demonstrates how to create an art object on the 
computer and send it to a 3D printer. (Photo: Steph Langan | IDS.) Right: "Tripod with Graf," a 3D printed 






10. OTHER CONTINUING PRIORITIES BASED ON PRINCIPLES OF EXCELLENCE 
 
There are several items identified in the IU Bicentennial Plan as continuing priorities 
based on the Principles of Excellence published in 2010.9 These include: 
• Bicentennial Strategic Plan Goal: IU will complete the build-out of the university 
public safety and institutional assurance architecture; establish the culture of 
compliance called for by the Principles of Ethical Conduct; and maintain 
national leadership in preparedness and data privacy and cybersecurity.  
• IU will implement plans to solidify IU’s focus on efficient and environmentally 
conscious campus design and operation by achieving the goals for energy 
efficiency and emissions reductions called for in the Campus Master Plan and 
the Integrated Energy Master Plan for the IU Bloomington campus; expand that 
analysis to all campuses. 
10.1. Data privacy and cybersecurity 
Research Technologies has led the way institutionally in the development of practices that ensure the 
protection of health data so that it can be readily used for the development of new healthcare solutions. In 
2009, RT developed the first general-service, high-performance computing and storage environments that 
were able to store electronic protected health information (ePHI), allowing IU medical researchers to have 
access to computational resources that most other medical schools do not, and undertake complex 
analyses that greatly accelerate medical research. This also positioned IU for a leadership position in the 
rapidly growing fields of human genomics research, population health studies, medical outcomes studies, 
and personalized health research.  
Building on forward-thinking information policies and practices, this focus on risk-management-based 
protection of regulated data as per HIPAA and other important legislations, IU now has an active program 
in providing secure services for healthcare research and practice that provide unique opportunities for 
research, and partnership opportunities with healthcare and industry partners.   
10.2. Energy efficiency  
PTI – particularly the Center for Research in Extreme Scale Technologies (CREST) and the Research 
Technologies division of UITS — created the Energy Aware Lab (EAL), now operated by RT. This 
facility is approximately 800 square feet on a 12-inch raised floor. There is a 208/120V 400A service 
dedicated to supporting five computer racks and a 208/120V 225A service dedicated for equipment 
located on five workspaces/workbenches. In April 2013, RT’s Dr. Danko Antolovic was appointed 
manager of the EAL, responsible for the management and use of the lab. This computing lab is equipped 
to perform experiments on the energy consumption of computing systems that will lead to IU, and 
computing organizations generally, implementing computer systems and computer algorithms that aid 
important research while being as efficient as possible in use of electricity. 
                                                      










11.  APPENDIX 
 
The table below summarizes FY2014 Pervasive Technology Institute education and outreach events led by 
RT and NCGAS or put on with their assistance. 
Date Education, Outreach and Training Event Title Description 
Total 
Attendees 
7/10/2013 102857: Tour for Miguel Lara 
and CITL colleagues 102857: Tour for Miguel Lara and CITL colleagues 
               
14  
7/10/2013 MEAP Lego Mindstorms Lego Mindstorm programming autonomous robots for a mock Mars mission. 
               
24  
7/15/2013 Informatics Photoshop Summer 
Workshop Tour General IUPUI AVL Tour 
               
14  
7/15/2013 Makey Makey Workshop RT's Jenett Tillotson and Nathan Heald did a workshop.                21  
7/16/2013 Science Olympiad Science Olympiad              128  
7/16/2013 Drawdios soldering workshop RT's Jenett Tillotson and Nathan Heald did a workshop.                21  
7/17/2013 User Experience Researchers 
IUPUI AVL Tour AVL Tour in IUPUI labs 
               
11  
7/18/2013 Tour for Informatics 
Prospective student AVL Tour in IUPUI labs 
                 
4  
7/22/2013 Ready, Set, Robots! at XSEDE Ready, Set, Robot camp conference attendees' children                15  
7/23/2013 Informatics App Development 
Summer Workshop Tour This was a tour for the K-12 App Dev Summer Workshop attendees. 
               
28  
7/24/2013 Science Olympiad Science Olympiad              128  
7/25/2013 MEAP No Guts No Glory: 3D 
Videos Students were introduced to HPC data visualizations with 3D video. 
               
21  
7/25/2013 MEAP No Guts, No Glory 
Computer Building and 
Networking 
Build computers from components, parallel compute via a jigsaw puzzle 
               
21  
7/27/2013 CIB/DC Summer Program Tour CIB/DC Summer Program Tour                  5  
7/30/2013 Remy Intern Tour Tour for Remy IT Interns                15  
8/5/2013 Informatics Bridge Student Fall 
2013 Tour Tour for 2013 FALL Informatics bridge students 
               
27  
8/6/2013 SOS - CIB/DC Tour SOS - CIB/DC Tour                  2  
8/13/2013 UITS RT services table/booth Table promoting UITS RT services                18  
8/22/2013 UITS RT Services table/booth Table promoting UITS RT services                28  
8/24/2013 Maker Faire RT's Jenett Tillotson Therese Miller and Nathan Heald.           1,000  
8/27/2013 N503 Defazio Class Tour Aug. 
27th This was a facilities tour for Informatics Graduate Students in N503. 




8/30/2013 Public Health Lecture Series - 
Bloomington, IN School of Public Health Lecture Series 
               
50  
9/8/2013 Celebrate Science Indiana Annual Celebrate Science Indiana Event sponsored by the State of India              200  
9/14/2013 Conner Prairie Curiosity Fair Annual event to show how technology works via hands-on demonstration               425  
9/18/2013 Present AVL Systems to 
Defazio N100 Class An inspiring presentation about University technology. 
               
67  
9/21/2013 How to Build a Speaker 
workshop RT's Jenett Tillotson did a workshop. 
               
20  
9/23/2013 Coordinators of student program 
for Cluster13 http://pti.iu.edu/ieeecluster-2013/student.php 
               
63  
9/23/2013 Hosts/coordinators of Cluster13 http://pti.iu.edu/ieeecluster-2013/index.php              221  
9/23/2013 Council of Educational Facility 
Planners International 
Convention 
Council of Educational Facility Planners International Convention 
               
20  
    
9/23/2013 NCGAS at Cluster13 We exhibited NCGAS services to Cluster13 attendees                 15  
9/27/2013 SOS - Tour SOS - Tour                  5  
9/27/2013 SOIC Jag Days Tour This was a tour of the AVL systems featuring SOIC student work.                  8  
9/27/2013 JagDays AVL Tour September 
27th This tour was for new IUPUI students and their parents. 
               
16  
9/27/2013 School of Informatics and 
Computing Inauguration IUPUI 
tours 
A series of tours of the IUPUI SOIC and AVL featuring SOIC work 
             
131  
9/27/2013 Science Gateway Cookbook Presentation of results from the science gateway cookbook survey                30  
9/30/2013 Research Technologies Storage 
Options 
Brief overview of RT's storage options to researchers as part of Stacy 
Konkiel's talk - Meeting the NSF Data Management Plan Requirement 
                 
8  
9/30/2013 IU Galaxy for Bioinformatics Workshop overview of the Galaxy web service at Indiana University                  6  
10/2/2013 SOS - CIB/DC Tour SOS - CIB/DC Tour                15  
10/2/2013 tour for Stacy Morrone and 
guest Dean tour for Stacy Morrone and guest Dean 
                 
1  
10/2/2013 recruiting event poster judging mentoring sessions etc. direct contact with ~50                50  
10/2/2013 Big Red II Workshop Hands-on workshop for Big Red II users                89  
10/3/2013 SOS - Tour (Library Sciences) SOS - Tour                  5  
10/4/2013 Lighthouse Academy Tours 
Oct. 4th This was a series of tours for the Lighthouse Academy students. 
               
62  
10/8/2013 UITS RT Services table/booth UITS Research Technologies outreach event                25  
10/8/2013 Tour of Data Center Tours offered during expo                33  
10/9/2013 Apache Airavata: Building 
gateways to innovation Presentation about Apache Airavata's use in science gateways 




10/10/2013 UITS RT Services table/booth UITS Research Technologies outreach event                60  
10/11/2013 SOS - CIB/DC Tour SOS - CIB/DC Tour                17  
10/11/2013 IUPUI Campus Ambassadors 
Tour Tour for students from the IUPUI Campus Ambassador Program 
               
12  
10/16/2013 Vicki Daugherty and Guests  Tour for Informatics Vicki Daugherty and Guests                   4  
10/18/2013 Ivy Tech Open House AVL 
Tours SOIC hosted an Open House for Ivy Tech staff and AVL gave tours. 
                 
5  
10/18/2013 AVL Tour for Central Indiana 
Chapter AFCOM (Association 
for Data Center Professionals) 
An AVL tour requested by Dan Miller for AFCOM visitors 
               
15  
10/21/2013 Big Red II Overview An Introduction to Big Red II and HPC at IU                40  
10/22/2013 AVL Tours for SOIC 
Prospective Students This was a tour of AVL systems for SOIC prospective students. 
                 
6  
10/24/2013 AVL Tour for S.A.I.N.T. 
Students from Saint Mary-of-
the-Woods College 
This was a tour of the AVL systems focusing on 3D technologies. 
               
11  
10/26/2013 NCGAS at HACU NA                45  
10/28/2013 AVL Tours for SOIC 
Prospective Students This was a tour of AVL systems for SOIC prospective students. 
                 
6  
10/28/2013 An Introduction to the Research 
Storage Systems at IU An Introduction to the Research Storage Systems at IU 
                 
4  
10/28/2013 An Introduction to the HPC 
Systems at IU An Introduction to the HPC Systems at IU 
                 
3  
10/28/2013 Getting Started with the 
Research File System (RFS) Intro to using RFS 
                 
5  
10/28/2013 Getting Started with the 
Scholarly Data Archive (SDA) Intro to using SDA 
                 
5  
10/29/2013 Deploying a Registry Service 
for Translational Medical 
Research 
Discuss the process of deploying a registry system at the IUSM 
                 
4  
10/30/2013 AVL Tour for National 
University of Vietnam Professor 
Visitors SOIC organized 
This was a tour of AVL systems for SOIC international visitors 
                 
9  
10/30/2013 The IU Cyberinfrastructure 
Gateway Presentation describing the IU Cybergateway's design and capabilities. 
               
20  
11/4/2013 EOT: JagTours Informatics 
Tours EOT: JagTours Informatics Tours for K-12 Prospects 
               
22  
11/5/2013 IUPUI International 
Undergraduate Recruitment 
AVL Tour 
This was a tour for IUPUI's International Recruiters organized by SOIC 
                 
4  
11/5/2013 HPSS Scalability Survey 
(organized by IU and ECMWF) Presentation of results from HPSS user community scalability survey 
               
50  
11/6/2013 Burning Issues Coordination of Burning Issues at High Perf Storage Sys Users Forum                50  
11/7/2013 AVL tour for Purdue CGT 
Faculty This tour familiarized CGT staff with AVL resources. 
                 
3  
11/7/2013 IU Site Presentation Overview of current configuration and open issues for IU using HPSS                50  




11/13/2013 The IQ-Table & Collection 
Viewer: A Multi-touch 
Hardware and Software 
Solution for Browsing 
Collections of Media 
A lunch talk for the IU library community 
               
23  
11/15/2013 AVL Tours for SOIC 
Prospective Students Nov. 15th A series of tours of the IUPUI SOIC and AVL featuring SOIC work 
                 
7  
11/15/2013 #110441: Tour of IU Advanced 
Visualization Lab #110441: Tour of IU Advanced Visualization Lab 
               
10  
11/17/2013 IU RT Booth Combined RT booth manning                12  
11/18/2013 Green Campus Building Tour Described SOS to Green Building Council                  8  
11/18/2013 Supercomputing 2013 ACM IEEE Supercomputing 2013 Conference           2,500  
11/19/2013 MURI Students AVL Tour of 
Stereoscopic Technology Nov. 
19th 
A tour for MURI undergraduate researchers of AVL stereoscopic tech. 
                 
8  
11/19/2013  Ready Set Robots!: Early 
development of K-12 in STEM Presented IU's RSR program at a station in the IU booth. 
             
340  
11/19/2013 Science and Scientific 
Workflows: Putting Workflows 
to Work 
Birds of a Feather session on scientific workflows 
               
25  
11/20/2013 AVL Tour for Indianapolis 
American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers Nov. 
20th 
ASME hosted their meeting in the AVL and then were shown around. 
                 
9  
11/27/2013 SOS - CIB/DC Tour SOS - CIB/DC Tour                12  
11/29/2013 Boy Scout troop 121 tour Datacenter and CIB                12  
12/2/2013 AVL Tour for Motion Company 
Staff Dec. 2nd This was a tour for a few staff from a local Indianapolis company. 
                 
4  
12/3/2013 AVL Tour for Prof. Acheson's 
TECH104 class Dec. 3rd A series of tours of the IUPUI AVL featuring student work. 
                 
9  
12/4/2013 AVL Tour for Prof. Acheson's 
TECH104 class Dec. 4th A series of tours of the IUPUI AVL featuring student work. 
               
23  
12/6/2013 #114725: EOT: Acheson Tech 
104 Class Demo Tour #114725: EOT: Acheson Tech 104 Class Demo Tour 
               
10  
12/10/2013 talk with Jinhui Chen and his 
colleagues talk with Jinhui Chen and his colleagues from IUSM research group 
               
14  
12/13/2013 Tour for Purdue Engineering 
International Guests Tour for Purdue Engineering International Guests 
                 
8  
12/13/2013 Tour for Purdue Engineering 
International Guests Tour for Purdue Engineering International Guests 
                 
1  
12/17/2013 EOT: Tour for local 3D part 
manufacturing firm EOT: Tour for local 3D part manufacturing firm 
                 
4  
12/19/2013 Virtual Environments 
Exhibition Students from Dolinsky's VE class viewed their work on the Sphere. 
               
15  
1/8/2014 Deans Tour Tour for Stacy Maronne and Select IUPUI Deans                  2  
1/11/2014 Cub Scout Den Tour Saturday 
Jan. 11th A tour for a local cub scout den demonstrating AVL technology. 




1/13/2014 CIB/DC Tour CIB/DC Tour                  8  
1/14/2014 Craig Kemp (from Lilly) and 
colleagues to visit IUPUI Craig Kemp (from Lilly) and colleagues to visit IUPUI 
                 
3  
1/15/2014 Park Tutor Tour Students and 
Administration Jan. 15th 11am A tour for a local grade school to demonstrate research technology. 
               
16  
1/17/2014 CIB/DC Tour CIB/DC Tour                  9  
1/17/2014 Cardinal Ritter Tech Tour Cardinal Ritter Tech Tour                18  
1/22/2014 Tour for N444 Stereoscopic 
Imaging Informatics Class AVL systems tour focused on stereoscopic technology in IUPUI Labs. 
               
14  
1/28/2014 AVL Tour for IUPUI 
Admissions Staff AVL systems tour focused on student used tech in IUPUI AVL Labs. 
               
13  
2/10/2014 JagDays AVL Tour SOIC 
Recruiting Organized Feb. 10th An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
               
19  
2/10/2014  JagDays AVL Tour  SOIC Recruiting organized tour for JagDays student guests.                14  
2/18/2014 AVL Tour for SOIC Recruiting 
Information Session Feb. 18th SOIC Recruiting organized tour for prospective student guests. 
               
11  
2/19/2014 CIB/DC Tour - LEED Group 2 CIB/DC Tour - LEEDS group from SPEA                50  
2/20/2014 Visualization After Dark: Snow 
Ice and Olympic Gold 
The featured visualizations will map the history of the Winter Olympics on 
SOS IQ-Wall and IQ-Table 
               
30  
2/20/2014 Visualization After Dark: Snow 
Ice and Olympic Gold Public event to showcase the Winter Olympics and weather. 
               
50  
2/24/2014 Second annual PI meeting 
hosted by IU Univ Notre Dame 
and Univ Cal-Santa Barbara. 
Robert Ping provided logistical coordination/planning for this event. 
               
85  
2/25/2014 CIB/DC Tour - LEED Group 1  CIB/DC Tour - LEEDS group from SPEA                50  
2/25/2014 Self Portraiture on Science on a 
Sphere Students in a digital photography class created content for the Sphere 
               
50  
2/27/2014 Cardinal Ritter High School 
AVL Tour SOIC-Recruitment 
Organized 
AVL Systems tour led by SOIC recruiting staff supported by AVL staff 
               
27  
3/3/2014 Society of Research 
Administrators (SRA) North 
Carolina Chapter Meeting 
Doak Thomas G. Stacy Rose Konkiel & Anurag Shankar gave 60 
workshop 
               
50  
3/6/2014 Tour for President of Yamaha 
Americas and Dr. Fred Rees 
Chair Music and Arts 
Technology 
An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
                 
5  
3/6/2014 AVL Tour for SOIC New 
Admitted Students An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
                 
2  
3/6/2014 Vesperini ParaView Tutorial Tutorial for Enrico Vesperini and his group                  4  
3/7/2014 SRA International Certificate 
Programs Research Integrity 
Certificate Workshop 
Doak Thomas G. Stacy Rose Konkiel & Anurag Shankar gave workshop 
               
50  
3/20/2014 Tour for Flodraulic Group 
Vendor An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
                 
2  
3/24/2014 SOIC Recruiting JagDays Tour 
March 24th 12:30pm An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 




3/25/2014 Herron's Visual Communication 
Design faculty to tour AVL Herron's Visual Communication Design faculty to tour AVL 
                 
6  
3/26/2014 Tour for La Plaza Non-Profit 
Community Educators An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
                 
3  
3/27/2014 SOS 50th Anniversary Tsunami 
Live Spherecast Commemorated the tsunami in Alaska 50 years ago. 
               
10  
3/27/2014 UITS RT Services table/booth Table promoting UITS RT services                18  
3/28/2014 Poster Presentation Presented on SOS and novel datasets.                35  
3/31/2014 UITS RT Services table/booth Table promoting UITS RT services                15  
4/2/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU 
Research and Academics 
Presentation about UITS RT services. 
               
42  
4/3/2014 SOIC Recruiting Tour April 3rd 
at 1pm An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
                 
9  
4/3/2014 NSF IGERT Training Grant’s 
Deep Genomics Symposium NCGAS poster presentation 
             
120  
4/7/2014 Tackling Big Genomics Data Panel on Big Data and Genomics               100  
4/8/2014 tour for the Center for 
Knowledge Diffusion tour for the Center for Knowledge Diffusion 
                 
4  
4/8/2014 Parallel Programming 
Workshop Hand on parallel programming workshop 
                 
8  
4/9/2014 Introduction to XSEDE Talk and panel on XSEDE and other national CI                15  
4/10/2014 IU Campus Children's Center 
Tour  CIB/DC Tour 
               
25  
4/10/2014 Parallel Programming 
Workshop Hands on parallel programming workshop 
               
19  
4/11/2014 IUPUI Research Day Helped represent the CTSI                10  
4/12/2014 Humanities Uses of Science on 
a Sphere Detailed humanities outreach efforts of the SOS. 
                 
7  
4/12/2014 Poster session Gave technical talk but also NCGAS poster                40  
4/14/2014 JagDays AVL Tour SOIC 
Recruiting Organized An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
               
21  
4/15/2014 CS435 Class Demo Tour CS435 Class Demo Tour                27  
4/15/2014 Polar Technology Conference Meeting of Polar Field Researchers using Technology                56  
4/15/2014 Cyber Infrastructure and IT in 
the field  
               
56  
4/15/2014 Apache Airavata: Powering 
Science Gateways and Scientific 
Workflows  
               
56  
4/16/2014 CIB and Datacenter 
tour/reception Evening reception for Polar Technology specialists 
               
32  
4/16/2014 Tour for SOIC Digital 
Storytelling Spring Class An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
               
25  
4/18/2014 SOIC IUPUI Ambassadors Tour An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff.                
 
52 
April 18th 14  
4/18/2014 Tour for George Washington 
High School Students April 
18th 
An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
               
50  
4/21/2014 tour for VCD students from 
Herron tour for VCD students from Herron 
                 
4  
4/22/2014 #121854 (EOT: Fang Grad CS 
Vis Class) #121854 (EOT: Fang Grad CS Vis Class) 
               
15  
4/24/2014 Spring Preview Tours of AVL 
For Newly Admitted SOIC 
Students March 6th March 27th 
April 10th and April 24th 
A series tech tours to introduce new students to AVL resources. 
               
28  
4/24/2014 TECH-104 Engineering AVL 
Tours An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
               
18  
4/24/2014 Panel: The Trials and 
Tribulations of a Visualization 
Laboratory 
Discussion Forum on advanced computer graphics techniques 
               
34  
4/24/2014 Careers in and around 
bioinformatics and big data Talk given to PhD students and post doctoral fellows at IUPUI Career W 
               
15  
4/25/2014 NCGAS and 
Cyberinfrastructure for 
genomics 
Poster presentation and attendance  
               
20  
4/28/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU Presentation about UITS RT services. 
               
22  
4/29/2014 #122076: EOT: tour for K-12 
Students from Idaho IUPUI IT414 and IT403 
               
14  
5/15/2014 Engaging K-12 in Science 
Technology Engineering and 
Math (STEM) activities 
RT staff talked about careers in IT and gave tours. 
               
12  
5/20/2014 #122953: EOT: Tour for Ball 
State Colleagues #122953: EOT: Tour for Ball State Colleagues 
               
10  
5/28/2014 tour for Scott Trepper Tour for Scott Trepper                  1  
5/29/2014 Augmented Reality Centric tour 
for SOIC AR Summer Course 
May 29th 
An informal tour & discussion lead by AVL staff about AR development. 
               
14  
6/3/2014 Geek Camp visit (younger 
group) Visit by Geek Camp students to see visualization systems and DC. 
               
18  
6/3/2014 #123476: Tour of IQ-Wall 
(portion of building tour) Tour of IQ-Wall facility for a whole building tour group. 
               
16  
6/3/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU Tours with Cathy O'Bryan and other UITS services 
                 
8  
6/4/2014 #123475: Show Dell Computer 
visitors the SOS and IQ-Wall Visitors from Dell in the building. We were asked to do a quick tour. 
                 
4  
6/5/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU Tours with Cathy O'Bryan and other UITS services 
               
12  
6/6/2014 123553: inform HCI folks about 
new ICTC vis tech proposal 123553: inform HCI folks about new ICTC vis tech proposal 
                 
4  
6/10/2014 Beyond "Science" on a Sphere: 
Digital Arts and Humanities in 
the Round 
Gathering of sites that SOS. 
               
30  
6/10/2014 School host Robert Ping hosted a session.                18  
6/11/2014 2014 Indiana Latino Institute 
(ILI) Summer Internship 
An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff.                
 
53 
Program AVL Tour 20  
6/12/2014 visit IUS Biology NCGAS visited the IUS campus to discuss what services we could offer B                  5  
6/12/2014 Summer Camp Session 1 STEM engagement activity for Jr.-Sr. high students                30  
6/14/2014 Engaging K-12 in Science 
Technology Engineering and 
Math (STEM) activities 
Ready Set Robots! and Make a Speaker activities 
               
95  
6/16/2014 SOIC Vincennes Transfer 
Student Tour An informal tour and discussion lead by AVL staff. 
                 
3  
6/16/2014 Harness the Power of GPUs:  
Introduction to GPGPU 
programming 
Harness the Power of GPUs:  Introduction to GPGPU programming 
             
264  
6/17/2014 Geek Camp Geek Camp                16  
6/18/2014 Data Center Tour Tour of data center for guests from Finland                  5  
6/18/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU Tours with Cathy O'Bryan and other UITS services 
                 
6  
6/19/2014 Summer Camp Session 2 STEM engagement activity for Jr.-Sr. high students                30  
6/20/2014 Tour of Data Center Parents friends family campers tour the data center.                15  
6/20/2014 AVL tour for "Multimedia in 
Focus" Group An informal discussion and demonstration lead by AVL staff. 
               
12  
6/20/2014 Robot Grand Challenge Final day when parents are invited to attend to see progress.                43  
6/24/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU Tours with Cathy O'Bryan and other UITS services 
               
12  
6/25/2014 2014 ACM Web Sciences 
Conference reception Reception in the CIB for the ACM Web Sciences Conference attendees. 
             
175  
6/25/2014 IUPUI Nanotechnology 
Discovery Academy INDA 
Tours 
An informal discussion and demonstration lead by AVL staff. 
               
28  
6/26/2014 UITS Research Technologies 
Cyberinfrastructure for IU Tours with Cathy O'Bryan and other UITS services 
               
11  
6/28/2014 GCC2014 Hackathon Hackathon for the Galaxy project. Some coding lots of networking.                20  
  
Grand Total Events FY14  
 
9,680 
 
